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Economic Planning for Muhicounty Rural Areas: Application of a
Linear Programing Model in Northwest Arkansas, by Daniel G.
Williams. Economic Development Divison, Economics and Statistics
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. Technical Bulletin
No. 1653.

Abstract
#

A linear programming economic development model can help
regional planners influence the most desirable type of growth for
rural areas. Optimal resource use, investment, and industry mix for
manufacturing, services, government, and 'agriculture are reviewed
for hine regional macroeconomic goals, with-the tradeoffs evaluated
for attaining one objective over another. Multiple regression analysis
allows the most desirable industries to bt identified by, economic
characteristics such as capital., output and value added/labor rather
than product type. Although the results are specific for a region in
northwest Arkansas, the general conclusions should be valid for
other areas as well.

Keywords: Linear programming, multiple regression, rural
development, regional goals, economic planning, SIC codes.
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Summary

Planners in multicounty rural areas can profitably use the RDAAP
(Rural Development, Activity Analysis Planning) economic model,
especially its general conclusions, to try to influence the optimal
growth of their areas among different general economic goals. The
model implies that the best industries for rural areas have the
following attributes:

High proportion of imported inputs.
Low transportation costs.

High value addecL output ratio and value added, labor ratio.
Low percentage of the labor skill that is milist scarce.

Low capital, output ratio.

The model likewise suggests that conversion of agricultural land .
from the land use pattern of lower income farms to that,of higher
income farms is always desirable in a region, regardless of the
region's general economic objective.

The linear programming model was specifically applied, in this
report, to a region in northwest Arkansas comprising Benton,
Madison, and Washington Counties (the BMW region). The model's
alternative objectives were to maximize the following: regional
balance-of-trade surplus, regional balance-ofLpayments surplus,
gross regional product, gross regional product (assuming some labor
force immigration), local value added, local wage bill, local

.employment, regional industry-wide profits, and a regional rate-of-
return index,

Data were obtained for the years 1960-70 to compare the growth
of employment by industry in the model with the actual growth
in the area. Such an economic planning:model can be used to
evaluate the most efficient organization of local resoUrces relative
to an aggregate goal for the region, such as maximization of
gross regional product or minimization of local unemployment.

Because a portion of the BMW region (Benton and Washington
Counties) has recently been designated a Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area, this study can provide a vehicle for examining how
an area might be developed optimally from a rural to a more urban
status. Vatious experiments resulting in different versions
(modifications) of the model were undertaken in order to improve
the model and to simulate alternative regional assumptions.



Trajeoff curves were created between pairs of alternative regional
objectives with one objective maximized while the other was varied
parametrically. Shadow price results for the constrained exportsof
manufactures were also examined. Multiple regression analysis on
these shadow prices was undertaken (1) to explain these export
valuations in terms of nine industry economff characteristics, ra ther
than in terms of product type and (2) to infer export shadow prices to
industries not already included in the linear programming model.

The model, especially its general conclusions, seems useful for.
-economic plahnimg, Some of the model's general economic planning
principles or strategies, in addition to those cited above, are:

Some industry.economic characteristics affect the level of
many or most of the regional objectives; others affect only one
or a few of the objectives,

'Havintoo make tradeoffs among different objectives seems to
be a typical pattern; a gain (loss) in One objective implies a loss
(gain) in another, for a given quantity of exports and labor,
and for a fixed level of technology,

The regional objectives tend to fall into two groups: those that
lean more toward the interests of t2pital or management
(maximizing balance-of-trade surplus, balance-of-payments
surplus, gross regional product, industry-wide profits, and
industry, rate-of-ieturn index): and those preferred by labor
(maximizing local value added, local wage bill, and local
employment).

The tradeoff range between a capital-oriented and
a labor-oriented objective is much larger than be-
tween pairs in each group

(-In the optimal solution, levels of industry employ-
ment, types of industry, industry production levels, and
regional economic indictors (like balance-of-trade'
surplus) are, in general, more similar for the capital-
oriented objectives and for the labor-oriented objec-
tives, than for any two objectives, one from each
group:

Both the tradeoff range and the tradeoff possibilities
between pairs of alsernative regional objectives



expand.for more open regions (those regions with
increased potential for export trade and labor flows).

Opportunity costs between pairs of alternative
regional objectives remain fairly constant for more
closed regions, but increase for more open regions.

Wr
A sensible planning practice is-to identify which

pairs of goals are likely to lead to conflict, and then
to have the local political process, for example,
select a compromise from among the solutions that
are efficient with respect to both goals.

vii



ECONOMIC PLANNING FOR
MULTICOUNTY RURAL AREAS

Application of a Linear
Programming Model in
Northwest Arkansas

Daniel G. Williams
Regional Economist

Introduction

This report analyzes how a multicounty rural area can attain general
economic gnats and the tradeoffs involved -in giving some goals
priority over others. The discussion, although specific to Benton,
Madison, and Washington Counties in northwest Arkansas (the
BMW region), should be useful to plannets and their technical staffs
in other regions as well. Planners in areas similar to the BMW region
will find useful the specific results and the methods used, while
planners in other multicounty rural areas will find more useful the
general results ankmethods. Perhaps the most important audience
will be economists and other consultants concerned with regional
economic development who should find useful the general results
and the methodologies used in the study.

The regional economic goals considered are maximizing regional
balance-of-trade surplus, regional balance-of-payments surplus,
gross regional product, gross regional product (with labor
immigration assumed), regional value added, regional aggregate
wage bill, regional employment, regional industry profits, and
regional industry rate-of-return index. Such goals constitute only a
portion of the entire regional planning problem. A 'rural economic
development planning model is used to illustrate what such a model
can tell local area planners and thereby aid them in their planning.
The model is called RDAAP (Rural Development, Activity Analysis
Planning). The output of the model yields the industry mix, regional
import and export levels, employment requirements by skill level,
and so forth.



Leaders in multkounty rural areas face numerous problems in
attempting to improve th; well-being otthe area's inhabitants. The
overall planning authority, to the extent chat it exists, residei in
agencies or institutions such as councils of government (COG's) or in
appointed or elected officials with jurisdiction over such areas ai the,.
governors' substate planning districts, local development destricts,
and so forth. The power of these agencies varies from area loarea but
most are advisory bodies rather than administrative. Area gbowth and
development planning includes planning for health needs,
employment requirements, increases in per capita income, educa-
tional goals, transportation and recreation fatilities, environmental
improvements, and otheri. The achievement of many, of these ore
specific goals is, of course, interrelated as is the achieve t of the
more general regional economic goals dikussed in (this bulletin,

A region faces many growth choices, and it is hoped that so the
model's solutions may provide assistance in making these chokes.
The discussion is as nontechnil as possible, although some
sections rnay be too technical for some'readers. Those sections are
noted as they appcar so that they can be skimmed Or omitted by such
readers. Conversely, a reader who wishes a more detailed description
of the material presented may want to consul t the parent document of
this teport [1 3] as well as other anicles and reports that explore, some of
the results more deeply 111, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,221,i The indii id-
ual components and mathematical structure of the linear programming
model used are given in [21] The model and study(s) upon which the
present ,model (RDAAP) is based were developed by the Stanford
Research Institute (SRI) under contract to the U,S. Department of
Agrkulture. The original RI model, the "Kentucky Model," was
developed by` Spiegelman [5]. Further development of the model by
SRI is given in [3 and 6].

V.

The style of this bulletin is discursive, covering successive
experiments with various versions of the model, each devised to help
illuminate or resolve a specific question. Each version is explored,
and its strengths and weaknesses assessed, Some of the model versions
incorporate improvements over other versions. These improvements
were added to help make the model more realistk and, therefore,
more likely to be applicable to the area, The best planning version of
the model uses activity types and input coefficients that in general

ilialkited numbers in brackets refer to sources died in the References section in the
end of this report.,
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make the model more realistic as compared with the "real world."
The fact that these more realistic assumptions have also led generally
to realistic results is reassuring. Insights and other observations on
the model results with respect to planning optimal economic growth
will be discussed. Some of the results are general, some specific, for
the various model versions.

The results and model versions descri here do not exhaust the
possibilities for useful research model structure or on its
results. Improvements can still be made in the model, some of whieh
are indicated in the text. The researcher must make choices of which _-

topics to explore and develop more fully and where to use simpli-
fying assumptions. The original intent of this work was to assess the
strengths and weaknesses of the model as it was develdped by the
Stanford Research Institute (SRI). Where possible, improvements are
incorporated based on this assessment.

This report includes a minimum of tables and other specific data and
results. The specific output of any model depends upon the values
assumtd for ,the constraints, coefficients, degree of industry dis-
aggregation, and the number and nature of the simplifying
issumptions. Data or sectoral aggregation errors can lead to possible
output errors. Less emphasis will be placed on the exact results and
more on general results obtained from the research.
As an example of this more general focti, as will be discussed later, it
may be better to interpret optimal inddstries selected by the
programming algorithm not merely in terms of their Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) number, but also in terms of industry
characteristics such as the capital, labor ratio [18, 19].3 A model with
a limited number of specific industry choices from aniong all

tOne Yersion of the model (Bask Model) is a predictive, not planning version,
A planning model does not necenarily have to predict well, although such a
concurrence does tend to validate the planning "prescriptions" derived from the
model's results, As indicaltbd later in thiS report, predktion can be in terms of industry
characteristics such as capital;Ouiput ratio) rather than merely in terms of specific
industry types 1111, 191,

A model contains both exogenoiss and endogenous variables. In a planning model
the former have to be predicted before the model can be run, The results for the model's
endogenoukvariables can then be used as predictions of "real world" results. This is
attemped using one of the RDAAP model versions. Note, however, that a poor
predktion by the end?grnous variables does not necessarily imply that the predictions
of exogenous variables were inadequate,
*The "Standard Industrial Classification" (SIC.) of the U,S. Dept, of Commerce

(where one-digit industry groups are the most aggregated industry group as to type of
product, and four-digit groups are the least.

I ti
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theoretkally possible choices, must not be viewed too strictly with
respect to industry product alone.

Although the spedfic model results obtained should be reasonably
..accurate, the emphasis, is_ on the qualitative or interpretive findings.
These general results correspond quite well with what one might
expect from economic theory, FOr example. the _results yield the,
expected concavity of the objective function tradeoff curves, and as a
region is made more open to trade afid labor flows, both gross
regional product and industry specialization increase 115,46% 171
It seems reasonable to conclude that the lipePartralowptions in the
model are acceptable, even though economic relations are, in
general. not linear. The linear '"nonlinear controversy, often dis-
cussed in applications of linear programming models. is not
explored here.

The decade 1960-70 was chosen for this study in order to test (using
one version of RDAAP) the degtee of similarity of the area's actual
industry growth (in employment) over the historical period to the
model's optimal industry growth.

Although the model was run .using 1960-70 data, the results still
should prove\obe of interest for planning today. Not. of course, the
specific levels of industry and labor skills chosen by the model, but
rather the type of industry, and the industry and laborsharesof those
levels. Thus, general interpretations of the results of the model
should prove useful for current rural area planning and planning in
the near future.,

The Study Region

The BMW region (Benton, Madison, and Washington Counties)
lies in the northwest corner of Arkansas, The area is a fairly
integrated economic unit in terms of labor commuting patterns,
1,%S% Route 71 forms the industrial hub and transportation axis,
ranging from Fayetteville in Washington County in the'south,
though Springdale, Rogers, and Bentonville to the north, The
latter two towns lie in Benton County, Madison County, located
to the east. has a comparatively sparse population; its major
town, Huntsville. the county seat, has about 1,000 inhabitants,
Faye«eville and Bentonville are the county seats for Washington
and Benton Counties, respectively,

4



Geography of the Region
s,

The physical terrain is generally mountainous, with Madison
County entirely so, but with northern Washington County and
Benton County becoming progresscely less hilly as the area
begins to merge into the westerniprairie. The BMW region is
located near the geographic center of the Ozarks Mountain
region. Average elevation is about 2,000 feet.

The climate in the region is temperate, but with distinct seasonal
changes. The weather is quite changeable and temperatures can
rise or fall 20 degrees in a few hours. Spring weather is especially
turbulent and tornadoes can occur. For Little Rock, Ark., about
150 miles southeast of Fayetteville, the coldest month is January
with a normal maximum temper?ture of 50°F and a normal
minimum of 29°F. The warmest month is July with a normal
maximum of 93°F and a normal minimum of 70°F. Normal
annual precipitation is 48.52 inches [1]. Average temperatures for
Fayetteville are slightly lower,

A major resource in the BMW region is the Beaver Reservoir on
the White River. This reservoir, lying mostly in Benton County,
is the newest of a chain of four reservoirs on this river. The
reservoir and its environs are a major recreation area, as well as
the source for the BMW region of a very large supply of high-
quality water flowing out of the Ozark National Forest. The area
is favorably located with respect to natural gas, a raw material of
great importance, The BMW region itself has no gas wells, bui
there are a number of wells and liWadequate supply of gas for
northwest Arkansas (enough for local use, but not interstate
shipment) in the nearby counties of Franklin. Sebastian, and
Logan.

Developmental Conflict

Despite a small airport and a two-lane highway (Rt, 71), the
mountainous terrain tends to isolate the BMW region from the
rest of-the country: Accordingly, there is a major conflict over the
level of future economic development to be encouraged. This
conflict i4 illustrated by the debate surrounding proposals to
build a larger airport in the region and an interstate highway
from Kansas City through Fayetteville to New Orleans. Both
projects would spur regional economic growth and development>

5
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Conflict oVer dtvelopment policy often occurs in rapidly growing
areas like the BMW region. One group of citizens feels that there
already has been sufficient development, and prefers to close the
area to newcomers to .assimilate recent growth. An opposing
group, primarily representing business and commercial interests,
desires more expansiori, The question of whether to build the
proposed road is still being discussed, while the debate regarding
the new airport is focused on its geographical location rather
than its constructipn. The proposed location of the airport lies in
the middle of prime (for the area) agricultural land owned and
farmed mostly by people of Italian heritage. These people do not
wish to see their land and way of life altered as the price for the
increased welfare of the whole region. This example of develop-
ment conflict in the BMW region suggests the inevitability of
such disagreement, and indicates the need for cooperation and
compromise in both setting and achieving development
objectives. Any regional objective Plught by one special interest
group is likely to be unacceptable to another group. An economic
development planning model can be used to exhibit and study
such intraregional conflict.

The BMW region's developmental conflict question posed here
rapid versus slow regional growthcannot be precisely answered
by the RDAAP model as presently constructed. It pinpoints a very
specific problem whereas RDAAP considers relatively general
economic objectives. To handle this conflict, RDAAP would have
to be expanded (this requires extensive additional data but
presents no serious theoretical problems) to include more industry
detail and more noneconomic objectives, such as environmental,
welfare, and other nonkrowth goals. A problem in considering
growth versus no growth in RDAAP is that some of the "givens"
in the modelthe so-called exogenous variables such as'
population and labor force growthshould not be assumed as
given, but rather shotild be made alternative objectives in the
model. Nonetheless, for various assumed leVels of population and
labor force targets, a chosen regional objective can be optimized
separately for each target level. The model provides insights into
economic tradepffs amongearious interest groups within the area
relative to general economic objectives.

- Development conflict represents a crucial planning dilemma. It is
a major problem in any planning situation involving conflicts of
interest among various groups of people. It is rarely possible to



satisfy the wants and goals of all competing groups when
resources and funds are scarce. In many cases, a given policy can
satisfy more than one goal or group at a time, but verp-often one
faction's success comes at the expense or cost of reduced success of
another group. Such tradeoffs should be recognized as both
possible and likely. They seem to represent an inevitable, and
often crucial, dilemma to both the planners and residents of the
region. A politician, however, may conceal this conflict in order
not to alienate any constituency entirely.

It is the task of the planner to illuminate and quantify these
tradeoffs as much as possible so that, through the political
process, a well-informed and intelligent decision can be made. It
should be based on knowledge of the costs and benefits of various
alternative plans; the one plan that is deemed best by the body
politic is the one which should be implemented. Analysis of the
political aspects of such,problems is beyond the scope of this
report, but the prospects for tradeoffs among conflicting
objectives will be examined.

Other Characteristics

Arkansas is a leading broiler-producing State. Broiler-related
activities, including processing, are largely centered near Spring-
dale and Fayetteville. Large manufacturing employers in Benton
and Washington Counties include a company that produces
plastic materials, a firm that constructs small electric motors, and
a firm that manufactures air rifles. These and other
manufacturing plants in the BMW region would benefit from the
upgrading of the transportation network through reduced
transportation costs on both production inputs and finished
products. In addition, another large and important facility in
Washington County of great economic, cult mural and employment 0^
significance is the University of Arkansas arfefetteville, with an
enrollment of about 13,500 students. Madison County, however,
has virtually no manufacturing and little service employment.

Fayetteville is rapidly becoming a regional center for primary and
secondary medical care. An example of secondary medical care is
the access to a computerized axial tomographic (CAT) scanner.
Tertiary medical care; like kidney transplant facilitik, is not
available in the area, although these services can be obtained in
Tulsa (Okla.) and Little Rock (Ark.), about-105 and 150 miles,
respectively, from Fayetteville.

7
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The BMW region's favorable mixture cif climate, recreatiOn
facilities, lower cost of living, and relative isolation has attracted
a sizable retirement population. The growing numbers of retirees,
who tend to prefer a slower developmental pace in order to
maintain the quality of life and environmental amenities of the
region, will probably make conflict more likely over the
economic goals and priorities for the area.

The'population of the BMW region has risen significantly over
the past two decades, as shown below [9, 10]:

1960

BMW Region 101,138
Benton County 36,272
Madison County 9,068
Washington County 55,798

1970 1978

137,299 171,700),
00,476 66,400

9,453 11,200
77,370 94,100

i

i

Employment in the BMW region has growh from 36,125 persons
employed in 1960, 51,507 employed in 1970t to 82,562 full and
part-time jobs in 1978.4 Estimates of per capita personal income
for the BMW region (in current dollars) are41.497 and $3,053 for
the years 1960 and 1970, respectively. For 1478, the figure climbed
sharply to $6,341 (in current dollars).5

Madison County is a "bedroom community7 with respect to non-
agricultural industries. Its female laborforce works about 30
miles awaY in the poultry-processing industry around Fayetteville-
Springdale; the men generally remain at home to operate the
small family farms. Most of the commuting from all counties
within the BMW region is to ths Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers
employment axis on U.S. Route 71 (fig. 1). ,

A trend toward increased use of managerial and clerical labor,
with a corresponding shift to less skilled and'unskilled labor, was
evident from 1960-70 in the BMW region, Arkansas, and the
Nation (table 1). The managerial labor percentage in both years
for the region is fractionally above the State average, bht alew
percentage points below the national average. Clerical labor

'Source: see f91 for 1960 and 1970, (//) for 1978:The 1978 figure refers to the
nuriber of yobs; the 1960 and 1970 figures refer to the number employed.

'The 1960 and 1970 year figures are income estimates calculated by the author,
and are the values used in the analysis. The 1978 figure is calculated from a
different source [121

8



percentage is slightly lower in the region than in the State, and
sharply less than the national average. Conversely, there is a
higher percentage of skilled labor use in the region than in the
Nation and in the State. The percentage use of unskilled labor for
the region in 1970 lay midway between the State and national
percentages, although the differences are not large.

The percentages in table 1 reflect the BMW region's heavier
commitment to manufacturing industries (which usually show a
higher percentage use of skilled labor), and lesser commitment to
the service industries (whiCh usually have a higher clerical labor
requirement) than the State or, especially, the Nation.

Figure 1

The BMW Region: Benton, Madison, and Washington
Counties, Arkansas

Missouri

Benton 16:1 Beaver,
County 't Res.

Bentonville+.
Rogerser

Springdaieir.

***

Fayetteville i 4.,i Huntiville
-,. ce

da..., Madison

0. \ .

* County
Washington
County ti___ L_

IP
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A major portion of the BMW region was designated a Standard
Metropolitan StatistiGil Area (SMSA) after the 1970 U.S. Census
of Population. The Fayetteville-Springdale SMSA comprises
Benton and Washington Counties. The model used in this
analysis was designed for use in rural areas with moderate-sized
central cities. Running the model for this area fromihe year 1960
to 1970 provides an opportunity to study how an area_can evolve
optimally (versus how it actually did evolve) from a relatively
rural to a relatively urban status. Historically, population growth
has generally been associated with increased urbanization. Such
an increase in urbanization is often the indirect result of an
economic development program.

The Model

The model used is a rural economic development, linear
programming (activity analysis) planning model (RDAAP). The
model was applied to the BMW region in northwest Arkansas
over the decade of the sixties. The terms "activity analysis" and
"linear programming" are used synonymously. Six versions of
the RDAAP model were developed. There are 394 columns or.
activities (including the right-hand-side column but excluding
slack activities), and 365 rows or constraints in four versions of

Table 1Skill levels of employed labor force, 1960 and 1970

Region
Mana-

.gerial Clerical - Skilled Unskilled Total

1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970

Percent

BMW region 18.5 20.0 8.6 12.6 44.6 40.1 28.4 27.3 100 100

Arkansas 17.0 19.3 9.0 13.1 40.0 38.8 332 28.8 100 100

United States 19.6 23.1 14.4 18.0 35.8 33.3 30.2 25.6 100 100

Note: 1970 is the most recent year for which such dau are available. Farm
"managers"' are included as skilled workers in this table and throughout this report.

Source- [8, 9)
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the RDAAP model.' A fifth model version has additional
activities or constraints, and a sixth version has fewer; both of
those are discussed toward the end of this report [21 ]. The model
is solved for various objective functions for the optimal levels of
these activities in the 10th year of growth beyond a bcise year.

The labor force of RDAAP is divided into four skill levels:
managerial, clerical, skilled:' and unskilled. Labor activities
include four incommuting, four outcommuting, and one skilled-
labor training activity, which converts unskilled workers into
skilled. The various subgroups of columns and rows form the
distinct sectors of the model, which include service,
manufacturing, government, agriculture, and export and import,

Service and Manufacturing Sector

The service and manufacturing sector of the RDAAP model is in
an input-output format. This format describes the interindustry
flows of goods and services between various pairs of industries.? It
represents what industries buy from and sell to each other. The
output of one industry is allocated among the inputs of the other
industries or to final demand. These flows are then "normalized"
for each industry column by presenting materials and resource
requirements per unit of output, where the unit is taken to be $1
million (in 1963 constant dollars). Products not required fog
intermediate Industry or government use are available for final
consumption by the residents of the area or _for export to other
areas.

The manufacturing sector contains 64 industry production
activities. Corresponding to each of these columns are 64
commodity rows. The service sector contains 14 production
activities lid 14 commodity rows.

Each service and manufacturing industry in RDAAP is composed
of the sum of two activities: a current production activity and a
capacity expansion activity. Since full utilization of industrial

*Both (he columns and rows are tonsidered "vectors": the "activities" refer
specifically to the columns, "constraints" refer to the rows:

Tor An industry with more than one type Of product (output), the output is
classified As a "joint" or mtiltiple output. No RDAAP model. nonfarm industries
are constructed with joint outputs, but those in the agricultural sector are, Inputs
consist of the materials and labor needed to produce the industry output,

11



capacity is assumed in the base year, all expansion above the base
%Tar level requires investment in capacity. (Agricultural produc-.
tion can be an exceptitiln as will be seen later in this section.) The
capital expansion activity was.constructed with a 10-year
planning horizon. However, only 15 percent bE the expansion
requirement is assumed to be added to current production,Cost in
the model because, as Spiegelman. Baum, and Talbert observe:

"if capital stock grows at a constant proportional rate,
the proportion invested in the final year [the lOth
year] would be more than 10 percent. Obviously, this
proportion would depentt,on the overall rate of
growth of output and capacity, but it can be
shown that for annual rates of growth ranging
b'rkrfl,..5 to 10 percent, the proportion of total

capaCity to be invested in the final year would be
close to 15 percent" [5, p. 14),

Agricultural Sector

The agricultural production sector includes 12 "progressive" farm
types, and, for simpkity, combines all "regressive" farm types
into one aggregated regressive activity. The terms "progressive"
and "regressive" refer to the economic or income class of the
farms and are explained below. The farms produce 29 specific
farm commodities. There are 29 activities that can import and 29
activities that can export these farm commodities. There are 18
transfer activities that can "convert" 18 of these 29 commodities
into 1 of 10 aggregated farm commodity categories. These 10
commodities are at the aggregation level used in the RDAAP
manufacturing industries. Sixteen transfer activities convert 13 of
the disaggregated farm products, plus 3 pasture categories, into 3
animal feed commodities used in the 7 farm animal-feeding
activities.

The progressive farms" explicitly embody the technology and
organization of the higher income farms tEconoinic Classes II
and III). Economic Class 1. the highest-income farm type, is not
considered a realistic possibility for the BMW region. The single,

'Defined in units of 15 and 25 individual farms, for Economic Class 11 and 111
farms. respectively, as defined by the US. Census of Agriculture,.
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aggregated regressive activity' reflects tlie lower income farms
(Economic Classes IV, V. VI, and part-time) of the type that have
been closing down in the study area, releasing land, labor, and
capital for othei economic activities. One of the functions of the
model is to convert regresgive into progressive farms, which tends
to transfer land from low income to higher income, more
successful farms, and to release resources, including labor, for use
in the nonfarm sector. For simplicity, the question of land use in
nonfarm sectors is ignored.

A commodity produced by the agricultural (progressive) sector
must offset any corresponding production loss caused by
reduction or cessation of production of that same crop in the
regressive sector before any net production of the crop is available
for consumption or export. If there remains a "deficit" of that
crop, the model debits the region in terms of "foreign exchange"
by the dollar amount of that deficit.10 A deficit in any crop meant
that the region produced more of the crop in the base year than
in the target year.

lf, however, a -surplus" crop results, the model can either export
it and rarn foreign exchange, or the area's food processing
industry or other local farmers can use it'. Stocks (inventory) as
well as flows (amount sold) of agricultural animals are recognized
in the model by the inclusion of four farm animal (stock)
commodities. Nine activities regulate the proper levels for four
farm animal (stock) exports and for five types of animal transfers
(to stocks).

Five categories of land are assumed in the modelcropland, three
types of pasture, and a total farmland category, which includes a
nonproductive, residual component as well as the sum of the four
farmland t),,pes

Export and Import Sector

The RDAAP model includes importing and exporting manu-
factured commodities (not services) to and from the BMW region.
For a majority of manufacturing industries (56), there is at least
one export activity for each industry whose product am be

'Defined in units of 50 individual farms, for the combined Economic Chutes IV ,
VI. and part-time.

10"Foreign exchange," in the regional sense of this model. refers to all funds
originating from outside the BMW region,
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exported from the BMW region to the rest of the country. Two
export "rings," an inner circle of 200-mile.radius from the center
of the BMW region. and an outer ring of 200- to 500-mile radius,
define the export possibilities.

Exports beyond 500 milmare not included in the model. While
some expOrts, in reality, would be shipped beyond 500 miles, the
export constraints needed for'such an export ring can be ignored.
Their omission does not affect the model results excessively
because of the use of parametric programming which simulates
higher (constraint) levels of exports.

Fifty-six industries can export manufactured products to the inner
ring, and 45 of those can also export to the outer ring, for a total
of 101 separate minufacturing export activities. Transportation
costs are assumed higher (and net prices received less) for a
commodity shipped to the outer ring than to the inner ring.
There is a separate commodity row corresponding to each manu-
facturing export activity in each export ring.

All manufacturing industries except onestone and clay
mining and quarryinghave an import activity; there are 63
such import activities. This permits the region either to import
these commodities or to produce them locally. All commodities
assumed not producible in the BMW region (i.e., not among the
production activities in the model) but required by the area, are
imported by the model via fixed import coefficients in the current
and capital production activities and in the final demand vectors
for government and cohsumption spending.

Government, Consumption, and "Foreign
Exchange- Sectors

Government enterprises, private consumption, and government
final demand targets are represented bv three activities. The
"foreign exchange" sector consists of four activitim onerecords a
surplus of foreign exchange if such a surplus results in the BMW
region current account; another records a deficit if a deficit results
on current account; a third records a deficit on capital account; "

other words, foreign exchange requirements (for those products kind servkes
assumed not producibk in the BMW region) are considered as two different row
requirements in the modelone for cunent production activities, another for
capacits expansion 'activities. Since all exports are allotted to the cuttent account
tow, there is no pi.issibilitv but &licit for the capnal account row,

14
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a kourth represents the outflow of profits from the region.
Investment into the region is recorded in each individual
manufacturing and service production activity. Depredation
charges on the capacity expansion activities are added to the
inputs for the corresponding current production activity.
Depreciation charges on the imported inputs for the capacity
expansion activities are an exception in that they are allotted to
the foreign exchange row on capital, not current account.

Regional Objectives

The regional objectives explored in this study ihclude
maximizing:

Regional balance-of-trade surplus.

Regional balance-of-payments surplus.

Gross regional product.

Gross regional product, assuming that some incommuters
become immigrants.

Local value added.

Local aggregate wage bill.

Low- l employment.

Regional private industry aggregate profits.

Regional industry-wide profit rate-of-return index.

The term "loGil" means that wages (or employment for the local
employment objective) are included only for BMW region
residents working locally. Wages (or employment) for
incommuting and outcommuting labor from the BMW region are
excluded from these totals.

Regional balance-of-trade surplus is defined here slightly dif-
ferently from its usual definitionthat is, nei regional exports
minus imports, but here including also the net receipts of
outcommuting labor wages above those of incommuting labor
wages. Regional balance-of-payments surplus adds to this the net

2 2
t.
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flow of investmenrand profits. Gross regional product is also
defined somewhat differently: consumption plus investment plus
government plus exports minus imports, but including also net
wages of outcommuters above those of incommuters. These net .
commuting receipts were inclutted in these regional objectives
because of their substantial siie.r=

Local value added measures the value of all industry output
minus the value of_all inputs, except labor. Incommuting as well
as outcommuting labor wages are exclude& Levels of value added
and gross regional product differ from each other in the model
(irrtheory they should be identical) because the former excludes
outcommuting labor wage.

Local aggregate wage bill is the sum of industry wage totals,
again excluding wages for both incommuters and outcommuters,
Local employment is measured as the sum of industry
enibloyment levels, excluding incommuters and outcommuters.-
Regional aggregate profits for private industry are calculated by
summing the profit portions of value added for each industry.
The regional industry-wide profit rate-of-returnifidex is a
weighted sum of the individual industry' profit rates of return
multiplied by the corresponding industry production levels in an
optimal model solution. The index is measured in units of $1
million, as are all other objective functions except local
employment (generally measured in units of I million hours
worked).

Optimal values of these various objectives cannot be realized
simultaneously, An important part of this study shows the extent
to which some economic objectives are sacrificed-when others are
maximized. Tradeoffs among alternative objectives are an
important part of the planning process. Given an objective, the
RDAAP model solves for the most efficient way to reach that
objective, subject to economic and technical constraints.

Other Characteristic3 of the Model

The RDAAP model is of a marginal or incremental form," It
takes as given the production levels of the base year, 1960, and

irlhe question of he sizable amount of labor outcommuting observed in most
versions of the RDAAP model will be discussevl in 4evecol places in this report,.

"Except for one version of the model (Total Motieh which will be discuued
later tn this report_
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measures the increases from those levels to the levels in the target
year, 1970. All targets and regional resource availabilities are
similarly defined in terms of increals:, that is,:the target year
levels ntinus the base year levels. The base year prosluction is
called the "old sector"; the increases called the "new sector."

As a simplifying assumption, no production levels (except for
a ic ture, as explained earlier) are assumed to decline over the
p an g period; they either increase or remain at base year
levels, Similarly, resource availabilities (e.g., labor force by skill
level) are assumed only tO increase.

The model covers 10 years, but considers explicitly only the 10th
or final year. All capital investment required for expansion, both
public and private, is assumed to be constructed and installed
over those 10 years; with 15 percent of that total invested in the '
final year. No specific consideration iseiven to the yearly pattern
of growth except for (1) the amount orcapital invested in the
terminal year, and (2) the targets to be met by that last year such
as consumptior0.e., implied per capita personal income) and
government spending." The technology and labor productivity
assumed for these production increases are embodied in the
input-output coefficients of the production activities.

An exception to the assumption of unchanged production and
the labor usage In the old sector of the incremental forms of
RDAAP are: (1) regressive agriculture which is converted to a
progressive farm configuration, presenting the possibility of
reduced production of particular crops; and (2) assumed technical
change in the old sector, made possible by investing the exact
amount of capital in the old sector needed to raise that sector's
labor force productivity by the same percentage as the targeted
increase in per capita income for 1970.15 This second process
results in a "release" of labor from the old sector to the new
enabling the remaining workers in the old sector to produce the
same total product as in 1960. That is, the old sector absorbs

1Theie are tHe fixed targets (i,e using equality constraints) of the model, but
they are not the objective function, In one RDAAP model version (Adjusted
Planning Model), these targets are not fixed, but vary depending upon the levels
of income earned and taxes collected

illt is assumed that, all things being equal, for real per capita income to rite in
the old sector, labor productivity in that sector must be inatased by the tame per-
centage as the increare in real per capita imome.
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capital from the new sector, increases its productivity, and
releases some labor to be absorbed by the new sector. This
property of the model is di:cussed in detail in a later section.

BAsic Model

The six versions of the RDAAP model are similar except kir
changes in crucial assumptions with respect to labor force, taxes,
consumption, etc. Of these variations, only twe versions are
explored here in detail. The first, the Basic Model, ascertains
whether the model's endogenous variables (industry employment
levels, labor usage by skilllevel, etc.) can predict actual regional
growth results and it provides insights into the planning
function.

The income target of the Basic Model is the actual increase in per
capita personal income over the sixties for the BMW region.
Labor availability is equal to the growth over the decade in
employed labor force, by skill kvels, existing in 1970" Other
exogenous (not determined by the model) parameters are taken to
be those that existedin 1970." Thus, ratherilhan calculating
estimates for the exogenous variables in 1970, based only on
information known in 1960, actual 1970 data are used to give the
piodel the best possible chance to predict accurately the
endogenous variables. Thus, the question can be addressed: Even
if the planner had near "perfect" projection techniques for
exogenous data such as population, growth in labor force by skill
levels, increase in per &pita income, and to on,-would the
model's endogenous variables predict accurately which BMW
region industries grew over the dede?

Lune Labor supplir also includes "released" labor resulting from both invest-
ment and technological advance (ie due to labor productivity inCreasetO over the
1960-70 decade for the 1960 labor force of the BMW region economy, including the
agricultural sector. The small level of labor incommuting in the model adds to the
labor supply as well.

"The manufacturing WWI abduction "core" of the model matrix. however.
uses 1958 data t1963 data for the service sector) at a detailed level from the "work
sheets" used to construct the national input-output matrix of the ti.S. Dept: of
Commerce. These data are "ruralized" in that industries at the seven-digit level,
and believed to, be predominantly rural, are used to construct the industry
activities. Thui, the industries in the RDAAP model, at approximately the kW
digit SIC level, ar assembled from base data of a more disaggregated form,
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Adjusted Planning Model"

The second version of the itIDA4P model receiving emphasis in
this report is the Adjusted Planning Model. It is similar to the
Basic Model except for certain crucial aisumptions. ln,this
version, I used the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) methodology
to estimate labor skill supplies, rather than use the actual-
(increase in) regional labor skill supplies fpr 1970-as in the Basic
Model." The SRI technique uses State libor force participation
ratios (targets) to determine the increase in the regional,labor
force available, and uses State high school graduation rates
(targets) to determine the labor skill breakdown of that labor
force increase.

Most of the other exogenous data, however, are the same as for
the Basic Model. These latter data are therefore somewhat differ-
ent than if they had been based on projections using base year
information only. This simplification should not hinder the
study of this version's capabilities,

Several other improvements are included in the Adjusted
Planning Model. For example, in the Basic Model results, govern-
ment spending (Federal, State, and local) far exceeds total taxes
(Federal, State, and local) collected. While small deficits may be
reasonable for a growing area, the large deficits observed seem
excessive. For simplicity, a balanced budget was required in the
_Adjusted Planning Model." Government spending is limited to
taxes collected.

Consumption expenditures in the Adjusted Planning Model were
set equal to the total wage bill (minus personal taxes and savings)
earned by the region. Rather than targeting the personal per
capita income for the region, and tying consumption to that
target, consumption growth is limited to a percentage of the
aggregate wage bill actually earned. 'In the Basic ModeL, con-
sumption is targeted irrespective of whether the region earns
enough in wages to support that consumption without being
subsidized (implicitly) from outside the planning area, A similar

irilw labor supply of the Basic and Adjus0 Planning Models, however, also include
the "released" workers from the old sector, a concept not in the SRI formulation, Sse
footnote 16.
"Wore, however, Chat one could vary the deficit tor surplus) in the model to

s:aitever level seemed acceptable
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-4,
income target assumption leads to the level of the government
expenditure target ip the Basic Model.

Labor transfer activitie, added to the Adjusted Planning Model
permit some "conversion" (assumed costless) of laborfrogn one of the
four skill categories into another. The levels of conversion permitted
are small compared with the total supply of labor by skill level, and
are limited to those levels and those conversions that might be
assumed possible without retraining programs. These transfers can
be assumed as virtually costless in terms of the regional resources that
might have been reginred, such as educational facilities, teaching

'personnel, etc. For example, rather than assuming all, and only,
female high school graduates to constitute the clerical labor force (as
in SRI's methodology), the Adjusted Planning Model assumes that a
percentage of these graduates can become managers. This percentage
is determined by dividing the number ofjemale managers in
Arkansas in 1960 by the number of nonenrolled (not currently in
college, elcd female high school graduates in 'the State in 1960.
This poiTIOn of the regional female labOr force is included in the
clerical labor supply. hut can be transferred to the managerial
labor supply at zero cost.

These transfer activities partially help reduce the unrealistic
rigidity of labor skills in the model. This increases the number of
possible labor supply combinations by skill level. The assump-
tion of fixed supplies of nonreproducible and nontransferable
resources is associated with most linear programming models.

Selected Model Asumptions

In this-section, some observations and explanations will be made
on selected aspects of the RDAAP model that pertain to almost
all model versions. Only the most crucial features which differ
from the most recent SRI model formulation (which forms the
core of the RDAAP model) will be mentioned here. Discussion of
these changes will help the reader to understand some of the
assumptions underlying the entire analysis.

Increase in Labor Productivity: Old Sector_,

The RDAAP model includes a mechanism that increases the
labor productivity of the base year (1960) labor force. This topic
was briefly discussed in the last section. Except for the Total
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Modd version, the RDAAP modd is concerned only with target-
vear (1970) increments above the base-year (1960) levels.

In both the SRI and RDAAP formulations, the income target
applies to all residents of the multicounty study area, not just to
the increase of population and labor force between the base and
target years. However, if one limits the model's labor supply to
only the increase in labor force between the base and target years,
the model becomes flawed..Then, the increase in the labor force-
would produce income not only for themselves and.their families,
but also to satisfy the targeted income increase for the remaining
(base year) population in order to bring the latter incomes up to
the overall per capita income target. Such a requirement is
unreasonable. The labor force of the old sector should earn and
produce its own increase in income by means of increased labor
productivity. Accordingly, some information from the old sector
must be included in the incremental model.

To accomplish this, the old sector absorbs capital from the Rew
sector in order to raise it productivity, and-then "releases" aNpor-
tion of its labor force to the new sector." The size of the required
lump-sum investment should be sufficient to increase the produc-
tivity of those workers who remain in the old sector after this
portion is "released," such that: (I) the remaining old sector
workers produce exactly the same level of gross output as was
produced by all workers in 1960; and (2) their increase in labor'
productivity equals the targeted increase in per capita personal
inconie. (Note that the productivity and technology level of the
new sectorwhich includes only production increasesis deter-
niitty the fixed coefficients of the RDAAP model input-output
matrix.)

To calculate the required sise of the investment needed for the old.
sector, I used a Cobb-Douglas production function, which
includes a factor representing a "natural" increase in productivity
due to technological advance, increased labor force education, and
so 011.2' To keep all production increases only in the new sector,

"A much more complicated, and perhaps more accurate, solution could have
been devised by disaggregating many or all of the sectors Arql industries in the
birse year region, but such a strategy was not developed in Order to limit the scope
of the work required.

21A Cobb-Douglas production function invokes capital. labor, and technical
change
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the model "releases" a percentage of the old sector (original labor
force) workers to the new sector, thus augmenting the labor
supply.22 This percentage in the RDAAP model (all model ver-
sions other than the Adjusted Planning Model) is 1.0 - (1.0 1.553)
= .356 = 35.6 percent, since the targeted increase in per capita
income is 55.3 percent over the planning decade.

Then,'tince all variables in the Cobb-Douglas function are
assumed to be known except for the required increase in the
capital stock of the old sector, the equation is solved for this

r---- increase. An old sector investment "industry" is then created, and
ncluded in the model to represent the lump-sum investment
equired. The lesson for the planner is that even in an incre,
ental model, the old sector cannot be totally ignored.

overnment and Consumption Sectors

Government iikdivided into two sectors: government purchases,
the larger sector; and government enterprises. The latter is in-
cluded as a private industry in the model matrix. The former
embodies not only local, but also State and Federal purchases.

Based on the target for per.capita personal income, a government
expenditures target (for all but the Adjusted Planning Model) is
created. As a simplifying assumption, a national average govern-
ment spending pattern for combined local, State, and Federal pro-
curement is assumed for the BMW region. The size of these
purchases is determined by the combined local, Federal, and State
tax increase estimated to be commensurate with the size of the
targeted increase in per capita personal income. It is assumed that
the total increase in government spending for the area will
exactly equal this estimated tax increase. For all governmental
purchases of goods and service& producible in the region (i.e., the
model industries), such goods will be produced locally only if the
model solution deems it optimal.

The flaw in the above government (and tax) target is that there is
no internal model mechanism to ascertain whether such a target

"RDAAP model production (i.e.. new sector) represents afl, and only, the
increases in regional production. That is, except for the agricultural sector, no
decreases in production for the BMW region, below 1960 base-year levels, are
assumed.
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is reasonable or attainable. That is, does the model generate endo-
genouslY the increase in taxes exogenously targeted? Accordingly,
a "taxes" row is added to the RDAAP model. In the Basic Model
version, this row represents only a "feasibility check" on the level
of government purchases. It does not actually constrain the level
of government spending to the model's "internally" earned level
of taxes, but merely "lists" the resulting deficit (or surplus) of
internally earned taxes in the model.

The Adjusted Planning-Model, however, prescribes a balanced
budget: the level of total government spending is constrained to
equal the total level of taxes accrued. In all versions other than
the Adjusted Planning Model, any failure of the exogenously
determined tax increase (based on the targeted increase of per
capita income) to equal the actual endogenous tax increase, will
be, at least partially, a result of the model's failure to reach the
targeted per capita personal income increase.23

The per capita personal income target may not be reached, but
the consumption increase target (based on this income target) is
always achieved in the Basic Model. The model "meets" that por-
tion of consumption above its endogenously earned income with
(implicit) subSidies from the rest of the country. The government
deficit is similarly subsidized from outside the BMW region.

A feasibility check is introduced for the level of targeted con-
sumption spending in the Basic Model; it is similar to the check
on government deficits. This becomes an indirect check on the
targeted increase in per capita personal income in the Basic
Model. In the Adjusted Planning Model, consumption is limited
to the exact level of the model's internally earned wage bill and
other income, that is, consumption is limited to the increase in
per capita income actually achieved by the model.24

In versions of the RDAAP model (variations from the Basic
Model) in which income and consequently government and con-
sumption spending targets are raised successively, the results
show that these targets are not met by increased production but

"The model's internally determined ratio of the endogenous tax increase to the
endogenous increase in per (pita income could also vary from the projections
and, thus, be a further contributing factor to the difference between exogenously
estimated and endogenously accrued taxes.

"More precisely, consumption represents a fixed "average propensity to on-
sume" percentage of these wages and other income.
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by increased subsidies.25 Thus, the setting of income targets 'with-
out some knowledge of the region's productive capacitythat is,'
without some "prior run" estimate of the model solutionmay
result in infeasible income and tax targets.

Other Regional Income

The RDAAP model includes an activity estimatibg the net level
of "other income" in the BMW region. The SRI model earns
only that portion of personal income consisting of wages and
salaries, and,implicitly includes proprietor income. In RDAAP,
however, income includes, in addition, payments from interest-
and dividend-bearing assets and Social Security transfers (minus
Social Security taxes) which together can be considered as net
nonwage income. Such additional income, when added to wages
and salaries, increases the total income and consumption levels.

Planning Insights: General Observations From
RDAAP Results

This section and the following fummarize some of the important
RDAAP model results. Both settions address this question: What
has the model yielded that might prove useful to rural multi-
county area economic planners and officials? This section is less
detailed and describes the more general RDAAP model results
common to most model version& The following section depicts
results more dependent upon specific (alternative) versions of the
model and emphasizes more the detail and specific numerical
results. Readers who wish a more thorough understanding of the
RDAAP model will probably want to read both sections. Those
who desire a less thorough, although sufficient understanding of
the main results of the RDAAP model, can omit the setond
section.

\\

When implementing any of the six versions of the RDAAP
model, what common planning insights arise, and of these,
which seem most crucial for area planners? That is the question
addressed in this section.

25The Adjusted Planning Model does not include targets fm income and taxes
and considers only those income and tax levels actually earned internally (i.e..
actually attainable) by the model.
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Objectives

The choice of regional objective greatly affects the optimal solu-
tion to the model. The nine area-economic objectives used in
RDAAP were listed earlier in this report. Six of the objectives
(balance of payments, balance of trade, gross regional product,
wage bill, value added, and employment) 4re used in all six ver-
sions of RDAAP, including both the Basic and Adjusted Planning
Models; three objectives (profits, rate-of-return index, and gross
regional product with labor immigration assumed) are used only
in the Adjusted Planning Model.

Perhaps the simplest objective considered is the maximization of
regional balance-of-trade surplus. This surplus is defined here to
include net wage income of outcommuters above incommuters.
This objective is similar to minimizing a foreign exchange deficit,
an important consideration and one often used in national eco-
nomic models in which foreign ei4ange is considered the most
scarce production resource. Howevernless foreign exchange really
is the scarcest factor, such a strategy can be Considered a mer-
cantilist notion of development.26 Therefore, it is probably, in
general, too narrow an approach to the development question,
especially for a region within a country. The historical course of
development usually shows that nations, and regions within a
country, are debtors in their early and middle stages of growth.
Thus, an objective whose concern is to minimize this debt can be
considered inferior to the ultimate goals of the region.

The original SRI model, the Kentucky Model, considered only
one regional objectiveminimization of a "foreign exchange"
deficit, Spiegelman [7] believes this to be the preferred objective,
given proper specifications for exports and imports (constant
prices and fixed export limits), and for wages and interest rates.
He feels this objective will lead to a solution approximating the
perfectly competitive situation. Nonetheless, planners should con-
sider a whole range of possible objectives (economic, environ-
mental, political, health, etc.) for their regions, not just the per-
fectly competitive one. Only regional macroeconomic objectives,
however, are explored here.

tMercantilism tends to emphasize an area's accumulation of gold and silver
bullion reserves and favorable trade balance for its own sake, rather than for some
ultimate purpose, such as improving the welfare of the country's citizens.
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Objective Function Values. The values of the objective functions
will be comPared both when a function is used as the objective,
and when it is us'ed as a constraint for another objective. How-
ever, the-right-hand-side constraints for these rows are chosen so
that .they cannot be binding. They serve instead as accounting
rows. There are two exceptions to this: First, the balance-of-
payments surplus ivonstrained to be tionnegative for all
regional objectives Mxcept for the Adjusted Planning Model);
second, in the tradeoff analysis between objectives'to be dicussed
later in this report, one objective is optimized while the other is
varied parametrically. This section will present a more general
interpretation of the results. Selected details wilLbe presented in
later sections when discussing the various versions of RDAAP
(especially the Basic Model).

Most of the aggregate and detailed solution,result from the
application of the RDAAP model to the BMW region tend to fall
into two groups with respect to six of the objectiye functions.
Among the six objective functions of the Basic Model, maxi-
mizing balance-of-trade surplus, balance-of-payments surplus,
and gross regional product are objectives that lean more toward
the interests of capital or managemein."..Conversely, maximizing
the local value added, the local aggregate wage bill, and local
employment are oblectives more preferred by labor. Although this
division of the six objectives into capital or labor orientation can
be understood almost intuitively from the definitions of the objec-
tives, it is confirmed also from the model output. In general, the
capital-oriented objectives yield both higher aggregate regional
profits and industry-wide profit rates-of-return on capital Invest-
ment, and lower aggregate local wage bills than the labor-oriented
objectives.

The values of the objective functions can be considered for our
purposes as regional macroeconomic variables. For example, total
local employment, for the region would be labeled as an aggregate
or macroeconomic variable; total employment in a specific four-
digit SIC manufacturing industry in the region, a disaggregated
or microeconomic variable. There is more variability among the
results for all six objectives for the regional microeconomic

frrhe maximization of regional profits, profit rate-of-teturn index, and gross
regional product (immigrant version) of the Adjusted Planning Model would also
be inCluded among this capital-oriented group, but the results for these three
`Objectives are not discussed here.
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variablessuch as, for example, the type of manufacturing
industry selectedthan for the regional macroeconomic variables.
This increased variability tends partially to obscure the differences
(with respect to mkroeconomic results) between the capital- and
labor-oriented groups of objectives. The division is less distinct
than for the aggregated variables. Similarly, there is more vari-
abilityAn microeconomic than macroeconomic variables within
each of ihe two groups of objectives.

Thus, similar levels of aggregate regional variables can mean
quite different choices of industry, and different relative conse-
quences for special interest groups that may align themselves
with certain types of industries. The preferred solution, or that
mix of industries and use of local resources (including labor) that
is best for the region, depends upon the planner's (that is, politi-
cal community's) criteria for "best." Or, more generally, it
lepends on a political resolution of internal conflict as, for
example, in the airport location problem noted earlier.

Employment Subtotals. While levels of employment among indi-
vidual industries vary quite widely among all stx objectives,
employment totals for aggregated subgroups of those industries
vary much less. These employment subtotals fit into the same
two-group pattern as above: capital and labor orientation. Since
the Basic Model yields employment outcomes fairly representative
of all RDAAP model versions, they are described here.

The employment subtotal for manufacturing is only slightly
higher for the labor-oriented objectives than for the capital-
oriented ones. For individual manufacturing industries, the varia-
tion between (and within) the two groups is more pronounced. In
addition to the more general interpretation of the grouping of
these resultstheir capital and labor orientationthere is another
possible explanation. The first three regional objectives all tend
to minimize the use of -foreign exchange," while the latter three
do notlexcept to insure that the regional balance-of-payments
surplus does not fall below zero). For both of these reasons,
results would be expected to differ between the two groups.

A comparison among objectives of ernployment levels in govern-
ment and service industries is not especially meaningful because
of the simplifying assumptions used in the model. Variations in
the output and employment levels of the individual service
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industries occur only because of shifts in regional demand, and
are not due to iariations in external demand since no services are
exported. This assumption for services is reasonable for a small
metropolitan arra.

In all model Versions but the Adjusted Planning Model, the level
of government employment and the level of government activity
are set at fixed targets. The employment target is based on the
actual increase in government employment in the BMW egion
during 1960-70; the government activity level is derived fro'tn the
target for increased taxes. This tax increase depends on the
required increase in personal income per capita.

Optimal employment levels in the agricultural sector va ong
the alternative objectives; different types of farm ected in
the various solution's. For the capital-oriented objectives, only
general farms come into the solution, while for the labor-oriented
objectives, both general and poultry farms are chosen. For two of
!hese labor objectivesmaximizing the local wage bill and the
local employmentemployment in poultry farms becomes
substantially larger than in general farms, a situation resembling.
that of the actual BMW region.

Conflicts Between Objectives. With the RDAAPInodel, the
planner can ascertain the best set of industries corresponding to a
particular economic objective. These alternative objectives, how-
ever, can be conflicting in that a gain in one may result in a loss
in another. Only pairs of objectives are studied here. The results
show tradeoffs to be more prevalent betweeen a atpital-oriented
and a labor-oriented objective than between any two objectives in
either group. The RDAAP Adel can quantify the range and
extent a tradeoffs between any pair of objectives.

The tradeoff concept may be better understood by recalling the
production possibilities analysis of economic theory ("guns versus
butter") as shown in figure 2. Curve a represents an economy at a
given technological and resource level (including labor) with'all
resources fully employed. For such an economy ttrproduce more
butter (nonmilitary), a reduction in gun (military) production is
required; and conversely, more gun production is possible only
with less butter production. To produce more of both commodi-
ties requires an increase in labor and other resources, technologi-
(21 advance, a freer flow of labor and goods among regions, or
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any combination of these. Such an expansion in the economy is
represented by a shift fr* curve a to curve b.

thing the RDAAP model, I computed an example cif-tradeoff
analysis for the BMW region (figure 3). lircurve a, the'regional
balance-of-trade surplus worsens with increasing levels of local
employment. Because of the definition of the trade surplus in this

44 Flours 2

Production Possibilities Frontier for an Economy
(Hypothetical)



Figure 3

Obioctivo Function Tivadooft Curve
Regional Balance-of-Trade Surplus as Objective FunctioN
Local Employment as Constraint Row,1 BMW region, 1960-70

Regional balance-of-trade surplus (million dollare
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With regional Dalencs-of-paymants surplus constrained to zero or above.

Movement from a to ti tog shows successive increases in
both export and labor indommuting constraints, representing
an increasingly open economy with respect to commodities
and labor.
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modelnet commuting wages are includedthis reduction repre-
sents the loss of (net) commuting wage surplus in addition to a

44pductiqn of exports minus imports. The -movement from turve a
to b to c represents successive increases in the commodity export
and labor incommuting limits. That export markets can absorb
large increases (at fixed export prices) is assumed possible in the
model." If the planning area is quite small in relation to its
export marketsand this is j.he case for most small, rdral multi-
county areasthis assumption seems warranted. The more
general question of a planning area's ability to attract any export
industry to loaste in the area is briofly explored in the next
subsection.

The expansion in export markets and labor availability can be
interpreted as representing a more Open status for the region witk,
respect to the rest of the country. That is, it simulates a freer trad
in commodities and movement of labor. As a result, greater
industry specialization and increased regional production can
ofxUr. A shift from curve a to b to c results in grepter cavature
(less linearity) in the tradeoff (fig. 3). That is, in more open
regions, Ole expected diminishing rates of marginal substitution
between the two goals become even moV pronounced. For a
region moving closer to an endpoint on the curve, to raise local
employment requires the loss of increasingly larger units of the
balance-of-trade surplus. Also, as the region becomes more open,
the range of tradeoffs is much larger.

The lesson to be learned is that for more open regions, the oppor-
tunity cost of optimizing a single regional objective cambe
relatively large. Planners may rather seek a solution near the
middle of such curves where opportunity costs are smaller and
where a compromise between competing interests is likely to be
reached. For more closed regions (e.g., curve a), the opportunity
cost is fairly constant (that is, the tradeoff curve is more linear)
and the range of tradeoffs is more narrow, so that the problem in
using an unconstrained single objective is relatively less than for
an open region.

"Export prices are not completely rigid in the RDAAP model, since a two-step
demand function is assumed: the outer export area has lower realited export prices
than the innev Adding more steps would simulate a more accurate representation
of reality. However, including export demand as a continuous function (even if
linear), would lead to a quadratk. not linear, programming formulation.
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Figures 2 and 3 represent the tradeoffs involved when considering
only two objectives. When more than two objectives are impor-
tant, tradeoff curves should be constructed in more than two
dimensions. Such a technique could represent the full range of
tradeoffs for all regional macroeconomic goals which are con-
sidered important. Also, although not shown here, the variety of
industry, and differing resource and labor requirements (by skill
level) represented by each point on a tradeoff curve, could be
presented. Moving from point to point on the same curve coUld
reveal changes in the mix of such microeconomic variables. As a
hypothetical example, such movement might reveal the reduction
in employment of unskilled labor and an increase in employment
of managerial labor. This reaction in unskilled labor could be
considered the cost of increasing the employment level of
managerial labor.

Other tradeoffs between regional objectiVes were studied, but no
discussion of them will be made here, except to note that the
largest-sized tradeoffs tend to be,between the rtade surplus and
gross regional product objectives on one hand, and the employ-
ment. value added, and wage bill criteria on the other. Conversely,
the tradeoff range between any two objectives within either group
is quite limited, These results, too, can be interpreted in terms of
the capital 'and labor orientation discussed earlier. If the former
objectives represent more the interests of capital or management.
and the latter the interests of labor, the large tradeoff ranges be-
tween them tend to highlight the longstanding conflict between
the two groups, The tradeoff concepts presented in this subsection
are explored in more detail in (15,16, 17).

Attracting Industries to tIte Planning Area. Depending upon
which of the alternative objective functions is chosen, the optimal
composition of industries will vary. A detailed examination of
how a regional planner or Cliamber of Commerce coukl "induce"
groups of industries to locate in the area in order to meet the
chosen objective is beyond the scope of this bulletin,

613%The RDAAP model has been augmented. however, by the addi-
tion of a regional objective that maximizes total regional private
profits. This objecjte can lead to a group of industries that is
relatively more attractive from an outside (or local) investor's
point,of view, than groups of industries corresponding to other
regional objectives. That is, it is assumed that the solution
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resulting iron-I-the profit maximizatim Objective yields industries
more profitable as a group and, thus, relatively more attractive to
investors.

Similarly, the objective function of maximizing the industry-wide
profit rate-of-return index yieldt an industry solution which
might also be relatively attraCtive to potential area investort. Thit
second objective, however, has not proved as potentially useful as
the first.:

1

When these two objectives are not uted as objective functions,
and are included.as nonbinding constraints, their row values help
determine the relative attractiveness of industry groups to inves-
tors. The result of these comparisont it ti-iat the"capital-oriented
objectives result in regional indust11, Mires that are more
profitable as a group than-the industry Mixes associated with the
labor-oriented objectives. For.example. in the)dn't
regional profits range from a-high of $29 million for the gross
regional product obtective to a4cry of about $25 million fot"-the
iocal wage bill objective. Planners most be aware that it may be
relatively easy to attract industries to meet an objective when ex,,"
pected profits are high, but that the industries required to meet
another objective for which expected profits are lower might, not
be as interested, as a group, in locating in the area,

A third investors' calculation was made as well, yielding a
regional industry-wide profit rate of return on investment (total
regional terminal-year profits divided by total regional capital
invested over 10 years),/* For the Basic Model, the rate of return
ranged from a high of 15,2 percent for the trade surplus objective
to a low of 12.3 percent for the local wage bill objective. The per-
centages for the capital objectivel were consistently above those
for the labor objectives. All things being equal, One would expect
higher such ratios to be preferred by investors over lower,

Flow can thiS third investors' calculation be further interpreted?
According to Spiegelman, minimizing the regional "foreign
exchange" deficit,should yield results most closely related to those
of perfect competition (7, p14.1(, Therefore, the results for the
regional industry-wide profit rate of return on investment seem

1911se regional profit rate of return on eaphai imestment it not calculated as a
model row, but rather from the lesults of the optimal solution to the model and:
thus, cannot be toed as an objective function,

4 *
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reasOnable. That Is, the industry-wide late of return is highest for
the maximization of the regional balance-of-trade surplus, which
is a similar objeckive to that of minimizing the use of foreign
exchange.

In competitive equilibrium, the average value product'of each
factor of production is`higher than it would be under any other
alternative economic system. Similarly, one would expect each
average value product in the linear programming competitive
solution to exceed that obtained from any other linear program-
ming solution. Factor remuneration (for example, "wage" for
labor, and."profit" for capital) equals both marginal and average
value product in such equilibrium. If capital (i.e., 10-year invest-
ment total) is considered a factor of production, and profit (i.e.,
lOth-year total regional profits) its factor payment, the ratio of
the latter to the formerthe industryi-wide profit rate,of return on
investmentshould be largest for the competitive solfition of the
regional model. (The topic of attracting industries to the planning
area is further explored in [22], although a different version of
RDAAPAdjusted Planning Model was used, in which thel
"competitive solution" interpretation cannot be made.)

In short, it seems reksonableifor investors to be attracted to
industry groups that yield higher regional profits, given an
adequate iudustry-wide profit rate of return on investment. If

Inture deaddes beyond the planning decad6 of the model are con-
sidered, it May make sense to focus on regional profits totals
rather than on industry-wide rates Of return only. For example, a
larger area profit (or rate-of-return index) level, even with perhaPs
a lower profit rate of return for the area, may portray a more

_ accurate picture of investor preference. The mix of industries cor-
responding to &Lich a solution may be easier-to attract to the area,
reducing the financial burden of regional tax incentives,
infrastructure development, and so on (supply side of giowth)
needed to induce these industries to locate in the planning area.

But this is as far as this analysis can go Oecause of the absence of
a true interregional mechapism in the model. The RDAAP model
is intraregional, not interregional, and simultaneous determina-
tion of optimal industry groups among all regions is not possible
with this model. Hence, no conclusions can be made from the
model with respect to comparisons of these three profit criteria

lamong regions.
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A related'question of whether regiohal economic growth comes at
the expense of other regions is also ignored in this analysis. This
seems reisonable because the planning region is assumed to be
very small compared with the Nation as a whole.

Industry Economic Characteristics

For RDAAP or other similar models, the solution results for
industry or exports may prove insufficient for the regional
planner. Consider the manufacturing sector in the,RDAAP
-model, which contains only 56 individual export industries from
which the model is to choose. Most of these industries are at
.approximately the four-digit SIC level, only 56 of the total of
about 450 four-digit SIC manufacturing industries are included in
the model.

An optimal solution, given a particular objective function, tells
planners which industries are best. But how can planners'state
that a particular industry (or group of industries) is best if they
consider only about 12 percent of the possibilities? Yet expanding
the model to include most of the possibilities *ould be prohibi-
tively costly, time consuming, and unwieldy.

At least 50 percent of the manufacturing industries that actually
increased employment in the BMW region during the 1960-70
decade were not included among the 56 RDAAP model (SIC) ex-
port industries. If one views industries only by their SIC number,
or product type, such a result might limit the value of the model
for area economic planning.

Regional planners, however, may view the_problem in a different
light. They are more interested in the economk Characteristici-of
the export industry selected by the model's optimal solution than
the specific SIC number. They prefer information on whether the
industry is light or heavy, capital or labor intensive, clean or
dirty, high or low wage, and so on before they (representing their
pàlitical juriidiction) select ie. For example, a chicken-plucking
plant, proposed by industry executives, was rejected by a commu-
nity in Oklahoma because it had an undesirable characteristic
an unpleasant odor." This'also reveals another consideration

seSuch a characteristic (environmental) is not available in the RDAAP model as
it presently exists, nor is it among the industry characteristics studied here, but a
separate research study could add such a consideration to the model.
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specific industrial plants, not a representation of an aggregated
four-digit SIC code classification, locate in an area. The four-
digit SIC dassificadon (defined by product type) is broad with
respect to product mix, plant and firm type, input-output coeffi-
cients, and other industry economic characteristics. Planners can-
not know whether a plant is "representative" of a selected
(optimal) four-digit SIC category (with respect to the "average"
value of thecoefficients or economic characteristics of that SIC
over ail plants or firms comprising the SIC category). This prob-
lem is a manifestaAon of the industry aggregation problem,
common in all economic modeling.

Thus, industries should be considered not only by the type of
product they produce, but also by their industrial economic
characteristics such as capital/output ratio, capital/labor ratio,
profit tate of return, value added/labor ratio, and so on. Rather
than asking the linear program to select only which products
should be manufactured, it is sometimes more fruitful to ask
what industry characteristics contribute most to achieve the
program objective.

Multiple Regression. Planning insights into aitical economic
characteristics can be obtained by use of multiple regression
analysis on the manufacturing export industry valuations (that is,
the "shadow prices" and "reduced costs" in linear programming
terminology)." This topic has been described in detail in [1$,, 191

The results for eight of the nine Objective functions of the
Adjusted Planning Modelexcluding gross regional product (im-
migrant version)are presented here. The method used is as
follows: for a maximization objective such as-for gross regional
product, the export commodity shadow price measures, all other
things being equal, the increase in value to the region (in terms
of the objective function) of an extra unit ($1 million) of that
export. "Negative" shadow prices, labeled reduced costs (i.e.,
those industries yielding decreased values to theregion), pertain
to those export industries not included in an optimal solution;
that is, industries not among the set of optimal industries. The

"Multiple regression analysis is a statistical technique that estimates the effects
of a number of causal, or correlative factors (independent variables) on the value
of another (dependent) variable.
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positive and negative shadow price measures the contribution of a
small change in the level of an activity to the region's objective."

Nineindustry characteristics are chosen to explain the size and
sign of the generalized shadow prices." These characteristics are
regressed against the generalized prices. The resulting regression
coefficients relate industry characteristics to regional objectives.
They may indicate, for example, that to increase gross regional
product, plants that exhibit low ratios of capital to output need
to be attracted.

This procedure has tWo advantages. It reduces a larger volume of
computer printouts down to a few summary formulas., And it
translates the results of the analysis from the less useful language
of industry products to the more useful language of industry
characteristics.

Multiple RegressionResuks. The specific results obtained using
this statistical method can lead to substantial insights for the
planner in prescribing optimal ekonomic development. These
specific results include the value of the multiple R2 and the levels
of the partial regression coefficients.

For all but one of the eight regional objectives (i.e., for all but
one of the corresponding generalized export shadow prices used
as dependent variables), the amount of explanation represented by
the multiple R2 value ranges between 0.61 and 0.84." There are
101 observations and nine independent variables." The multiple
R2 values are significant at the 1-percent level or better, while the
results discussed for the partial coefficients are significant at the
25-percent level or better, Many of-theme partial coefficient results
are also significant at the 5- or 10-percent levels.

For each of the eight objective functions (regressions), a separate
"residual plot" was obtained for the 101 cases in the sample.

"Originally 15 explanatory variables were considered, but these were reduced to
nine to reduce the possibility of multicollineariiy by eliminating variables
exhibiting high pairwise correlations.

"The "positive" and "negative" shadow prices explained abov' e.
"For the total regional profits objective, multiple III = 0.43.
"The 101 observations correspond to the 101 manufacturing export activities

consisting of 56 four-digit SIC manufacturing industries shipping to an inner
export ring, at a lower transport cost, and 45 of those same industries shipping
also to an outer export ring, at a higher transport cost.
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Each plot records the (standardized) predicted dependent variable
on the horizontal axis, versus the (standardized) residuals meas-
uring actual values minus predicted values on the vertical axis. If
the regression equation is specified adequatelyas, for example,
in its assumption of linearitythe scatter of plotted points should
show a fairly symmetrical (similar) pattern in the four quadrants
around the origin.

Such a symmetrical pattern obtains for all objectives but the two
profit-type objectivesmaximization of total regional profits and
regional rate-of-return inNcleiCFor each of these two regional ob-
jectives, there is some indication of linearity in the residual plot;
this pattern is more discernible for the rate-of-return index
objective than for the regional profits objective. For each of these
two objectives, the relationship between dependent and independ-
ent variables may be better modeled as nonlinear, than linear.
However, because this problem is not overly severe, the linear
formulation (specification) was retained. Nonetheless, this
suggests that the regression results for these two objectives may
not be as accurate as for the other six objectives.

The results show an overwhelming importance of lower transpor-
tation costs in improving the desirability of export industries,
almost irrespective of the regional objectiveishosen. Industral
location theory in regional analysis has exhibited a historical pre-
occupation with transportation cost. The results from this study
support this focus Using standard deviation units for both
dependent and independent variables, a decline in transport cost
leads, in general, to the largest relative increase in generalized
shadow price.

Managerial labor, as a percentage of an industry's total employ-
ment requirements, is the next most important explanatory factor
in determining the desirability of an export industry. For all
eight regional (maximization) objectives', as the managerial labor
proportion rises, the value of the objective falls. This can
be explained by the shortage of managerial labor in t djusted
Planning Model, the specific version of RDAAP whose ession
results are discussed here. In general, other model versions yielded
similar results for scarce labor skills. In view of the high oppor-
tunity costs of managerial labor, one would expect the model to
choose those industries that use less of this reSource.
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The skilled labor percentage of an industry's total employment
shows an effect similar to that for managerial labor, but for only
two of the eight regional objectivesgross regional product and
local value added. Although skilled labor is not as scarce in the
model as is managerial labor, the same (shortage) type of expla-

nation still applies.

The capital/output ratio is generally the third most significant
variable, 25-percent significant or better, in all eight regional
objectives. In all but the two profit-type objective functionstotal
regional profits and regional rate-of-return indexincregi(ted
capital intensity leads to lower levels of the regional objective.
This result is consistent with the cottage industry type of develop-
ment characteristic of more rural or underdeveloped regions.
Increased regional profitability, however, seems to be linked to
industries with higher c'apital/output ratios.

Another iniportant finding concerns the value added/output
ratio. For most objectives, a higher industry ratio increases the
value of the objective. However, the two regional profit-type cri-
teria reveal an opposite effect. For example, as the value added/ r
output ratio rises, regional profits fall. Since the value added/
output ratio is highly pairwise correlated with the wage/output
ratio (or aggregate wage), value added/output perhaps can be
considered a surrogate for wage/output. Thus, industries that pay
out a larger percentage of their output in wages tend to improve

most of the regional objectives, except for the regional profit-type
objectives. This represents a dilemma in that the best industries
for regional profit maximization are diametrically opposite of
those required by most other regional goals.

The value added. labor ratioperhaps a surrogate for the wage,
labor ratio (or average wage rate)is also an important variable
in all eight objective functions. In all regional objectives but

onethe rate-of-return indexindustries of higher labor produc-
tivity yield increased values of the regional objective.

Both of these variables involving value added tell the planner

that, in general, the best industries for an area tend to be those
that pay higher wages, both in aggregate wage and in average
wage rate. Thus, the usual "shirt factory" industry type of em-

ployment,with its low aggregatewage, and especially, low
average wage rate, which is often attracted to rural and southern
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areas of the United States, is not the preferred type of develop-
ment for most regional objectives.

The industry variable mcasuring.imported inputs per unit of
output is the final independent variable statistically significant

-among many alternative regional objectives. It is significant for
all but the two profit-type objectivesregional profits and rate of
return index. The values for all other (non profit-type) objectives
improve with industries of higher import costs. This suggests
that an increase in regional specialization is desirable; that is,
attracting industries with increased ratios of imported inputs.

This finding for the industry import cost perhaps can be ex-
plained or interpreted according to the analysis of Hirschman [2].
He suggests that the best way to achieve increased growth in an
underdeveloped country (or region) is to pursue a policy of
attracting industry in which merely the "finishing touches" are
put on the disassembled imported inputs before they are re-
exported. This implies a high percentage of imported inputs
relative to the value of the final export product.

Other industry economic characteristics exhibit a statistically
significant effect, but for only one or several regional objectives.
Therefore, the policy recommendations derived from them are not
as universal. Accordingly, these examples will not be discussed
here but see [18, 191.

The multiple regression analysis presented here, as well as the
objective function tradeoff analysis, can both be used to illumi-
nate the inevitable conflict among alternative regional goals. For
example, conflict can arise ifhigh regional wage bill, full loud
employment, and high regio l profits are all desired goals. The
proper planning prescription then becomes unclear. While the
choice of industries with low capital 'output ratio and high value
added. 'output ratio tends to decrease aggregate regional profita-
bility for the area's private industries, such a strategy also causes
the local wage bill and local employment levels to rise. The
region, therefore, must establish priorities among objectives before
it can choose effective means to reach its objectives.

Agriculture

The optimal solutions for all model versions show that the con-
version of all agricultural land in the regressive (lower income)
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sector to progressive (higher income) farms is always beneficial,
regardless of the regional objective. The fact that all optimal
solutions yield total conversion of the regressive sector indicates
that regional rural development should involve not only indus-
trialization, but also a substantial improvement in the agricul-
tural sector. The crucial importance of agriculture has recently
been discovered by such third-world countries as India, where
industrialization, which shortchanged the resources applied to
agriculture, was seen by sonic as the sure road to progress.

The RDAAP model uses secondary data as contained in the 1964
U.S. Census of Agriculture rather than using primary data from
the BMW region in constructing the agricultural sector." For the
BMW region, such secondary data are sufficiently "area specific"
to construct farm activities using data from Washington and
Benton Counties. This methodology using area-specific agricul-
tural data makes it much easier to adapt the model to other
multicountry rural areas in the United States.

A common result for most RDAAP model versions and regional
objectives is that only poultry and general farms are included in
the solution. This result tends to support the model in that
poultry is the leading agricultural activity in the BMW region.
Also, only cropland is fully used while the three pasture cate-
gories remain up to 50 percent idle, indicating the model's high
valuation (shadow price) on cropland (and crops), relative to pas-
ture, hay, and pasture feeding animals." For a more detailed pre-
sentation of the methodology used to construct the production
activities in the agricultural sector of the model, see [14).

,*An interesting note is that the published data (national data for farm
triachinery and equipment. State data for farm service buildings) show the capital:
output ratios to be higher for regressive than progressive agriculture (1951 U.S.

Census of Agriculture for the former, and USDA Farm Income Situation, August
Ma, for the latter), Therefore, agricultural progress is not always associated with
increasing (relative) use of capital. Better organisation of the farming operaiion
and larger farm sites are shoten here to be mine important.

Irrhe somewhat unreasonable result of so much idle pasture represents a
problem with respect to the rigidity of linear programming, However, it could be
significantly alleviated by including activities (and relevant costs) -to convert land
from one type to another. But this is not attempted in any of the RDAAP model
variations. Nonetheless, this result is consistent with the fact that pastureland is

not used to capacity in the Ozarks.
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Exports and Increasingly Open Economies

Successive increases in potential levels of both exports and labor
incommuting can simulate what happens when an area becomes
increasingly less isolated, and more open and integrated with the
rest of the country. An earlier section examined tradeoffs between
alternative regional goals which can be explored with this type of
simulation. This section explores other general results of the
simulation. In later sectionsBasic Model (Expanding Regional
Trade) and Adjusted Planning Modelmore detailed results of
this type of expansion will be presented.

When manufacturing export limits (constraints) are relaxed to
very high levels from the initial relative lower base levels," and
the levels of labor incommuting permitted are greatly increased as
well, the resulting industry spectrum in the model solution is
specialized beyond what may be realistically obtainable or desir-
able for the planning area. This result is partly a reflection of the
tendency of open economies to specialize and partly a problem
with the assumptions of linear programming. If unconstrained, a
linear programming solution selects "too much of the same
things." In its linear world, costs and revenues of an industry
remain constant, in opposition to the real world sequence of
increasing, then constant, and finally diminishing returns. Export
limits, at reasonable levels, such as are used it4he base levels (see
footnote 38) in the RDAAP model, are a meansluf coping with
this problem. Or, more complex production functions of alterna-
tive scales could be added to the linear model to render it, in
essence, less linear and, thus, somewhat more useful and realis-
tic." This latter procedure is not undertaken in the RDAAP
model analysis.

"Using a technique yielding very approximate results, my estimates of these
base levels for exports represent what might be the region's natural share of the
export market for each commodity. Therefore, these estimates can be considered as
no more than "ballpark" figures.

wrhat is, the model would include several production functions for each indus-
try, each with a different set of input coefficients to reflect varying relative costs
and scale effects at each increasingly larger production level. After each such level
is reached, the model would permit increased production by that industry only if
it used its "next" production vector for that industry.
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Planning Insights: Specific Observations From
RDAAP Results

This section is divided into six subsections, corresponding to the
various versions of the RDAAP model. ComMents in the pre-
ceding section were usually general and tended to be valid for all
model versions, whereas many of the results iothis section are
specific and hold true only for a particular version. This section
presents some of the detailed numerical results of the various ver-
sions. The reader not interested in such details, may skip to the
concluding section of this report.

The six RDAAP model ,Versions in this section are as follows:

First, the Basic Model, as was described earlier.

Second, the Expanding Regional Trade version, which is
the Basic Model extended by successively increasing both
manufacturing export and labor incommuting limits.

Third, the Income Target Increase and Decrease version,
which includes successive increases and decreases in the
income target.

Fourth, the Total Model,,which alters the simple Basic
Model by adjusting all rows, columns, and coefficients
which pertain to the incremental model in order to reflect
a total model. That is, the total concept assumes the build-
ing of the region "from scratch."" Since this version is a
terminal-year model, as are all RDAAP model versions,
only the current production and the expanded capital
requirements for the terminal year are included.

Fifth, the Planning Model, is essentially the version of the
model as developed by SRI.

Sixth, the Adjusted Planning Model, described earlier, is
built on the Planning Model foundation.

onn the base year of the planning decade, a zero level of regional capital stock is

assumed.
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These final two model variations are the pl4nning versions of the
RDAAP model. Table 2 lists selected struct-1 details of all six
versions of RDAAP:

Basic Model

The simple Basic Model was used to test whether optimal levels
of employment could forecast actual employment growth in the
BMW region over the decade of the sixties; the levels match up
rather poorly with respect to industry types (SIC codes):" Levels
of employment cannot be expected to correspond well since high
kvels of labor outcommuting (i.e., levels beyond what may be
realistically expected) are observed in the Basic Model." Hence,
percentage-shares of local employment levels in the model versus
actual share results for the region are the figures compared. Here,
too, the correspondence is poor. None of the six regional objec-
tives of the Basic Model can be said to have predicted better than
any of the others.

Comparison of Buic Model and BMW Region Employment in
the Manufacturing Sector. For the manufacturing sector as a
whole, the percentage of total employment ranges from 24 to 29
percent over all six regional objectives; for the area, the actual
proportion of manufacturing in the growth increment was about
36 percent. The model, therefore, underestimates the actual
growth of manufacturing.

For four-digit manufacturing industries, the matchup is also
poor. due partly to the relatively small number (64) of manu-
facturing industries in the model. Slightly over 50 percent of the
region's actual four-digit SIC manufacturing industries are not
included in the model." As a result, 44 percent of the region's

oThii problem might be subsuntially reduced if one would look at industry
economic characteristics. rather than only at product type (SIC's). Due to a lack of
data, such modelfactual comparisons based on industry econontic characteristics
were not implemented 118, 19,

"Labor incommuting but not labor outcommuting ii limited in the simple
Basic MOdel. The latter assumption prevents the model's internal (shadow price)
wage for any labor skill hum falling to zero if it is in surplus.

"The arra theoreticlly um obtain industries from approximately 450 four-digit
SIC manufacturing industry categories.
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Table 2Selected striictural details of the six versions of the RDAA1( model

Six Versions of RDAAP: ' Simple Basic Model
Basic Model (Expanding Regional Trade)
Basic Model (Income Target increase and Decrease)
Total Model
Planning Model
Adjusted Planning Model

Alternative regional objective functions: Their usage among model versions
1

Regional objective In the Adjusted Planning Model

Regional balan0-of-paymeits
surplus

Regional balance-of-trade
surplus

Gross regionaL product
Local v4ue added'
Local Wage bill
Local employment
Regional profits
Regional rate-of-return index
Gross regional product

(immigration)

Used as objective function or
as constraint row

Same as abo*----

Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above

in the other five model versions

Used as objective function or as
constraint row

Same as above

Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above

Used as constraint row only
Same as above

Not considered in these model
versions

Continued



it Table 2Selected structural details of the six versions of the RDAAP modelContinued

Selected changes in constraints and attivities among model versions

Manufacturing export
constraints

Labor incommoding
constraints

Labor outcommuting
constraints

Labor supply (right-
hand-stde portion)

Labor, supply (re-.
leased labor)

Number of labor
transfer activities

Per capita personal
income target

Number of column and
row activities

Simple Basic Model

Base levels (incremental approach)

Base 'levels (incremental approach)

None

Actual growth in BMW region labor
supply

Fixed (target) portion from old
sector; Variable portion from
regressive agriculture

One

Same as BMW region, l960-70

394 columns, including Rib
column, excluding slack vectors;
365 rows

Basic Model
(Expanding Regional Trade)

4 iterations (4, 8, 12. 16 times base
level)

4 iterations 2, 5, 8, 12 times base
level)

None

Actual growth in BMW region labor
_supply

,Fixed (target) portion from old
sector; variable portion from
regressive agriculture

One

Sameas BMW region, 1960-70

394 columns, including RIIS
column, excluding slack vectors;
365 rows

Continued



Table 2Sekcted structural detailspf the six venions of the RDAAP modelCcintiti)

Selected changes in constraints and activities among model versions

Manufacturing export
constraints

Labor mcommuting
constraints

Labor*commuting
constraints

Labor supply (right-
hand-tide portion)

Labor supply (ie-
leased labor)

Number of labor
transkr activities

Per capita personal..
income target

Number of coluMn and
row activities

Basic Model
(Income Target.

Increase andbecrtase)

Base levels (incremental approach)

Bast kvels tincremental approach)

None

Actual growth"in BMW region labor
supply

Fixed (target).portion from old
sector; variable portion front
regressive agriculture

One

4 successive increases; 4 sticcessive
decreasei from that of simple Basic
Model

394 columns, including RiiS
column, excluding slack vectors:
365 rows

Afodel

Base )evels (total approach)

Base levels (total approach)

None

Actual BMW region labor supply

None

One

Same as BMW region, l960-70 (with
total approach)

390 columns, including RIIS
(01unin, excluding slack Vectors;
359 rows

Contin ued



Tait le 2Selected structival details of the six venions of the RDAAP modelcontinued

St1ctd chinges in constraints and activities among model versions

Manufacturing export
constraints

Labor incommuting
constraints

Labor outcommuting
constraints

Labor supply (right-
hand-side portion)

Labor supply (re-
leased labor)

Number of labor
transfer activities

Per capita personal
income target

Number of Tolumn aId
row activities

Planning Model

Base levels (incremental approach)

Base levels (incremental approach)

None

Ur's SRI projection technique for
labor supply by skill level

Fixed (target) portion from old
sector; variable portion from
regressive agriculture

One

Same as BMW region, 1960-70

394 columns, inclutrg RHS
column, excludin slack vectors;
365 rows

Adjusted Planning Model

Base levels (incremental approach);
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 times base levels for
iterations 1-5, respectively

Base levels (incremental approach);
6, 12, 18, 24, 30 times base levels for
iterations 1-5, respectively

5 percent of model's labor supply
level for each labor skill

Uses SRI projection technique for
labor supply by skill level

Varies depending upon size of wage
bill plus "other income" in model;
variable portion from regressive
agriculture

Six

No target; varies depending upon size
of wage bill plus "other income"
in model

400 columns, including RHS
columns (2), excluding slack
vectors; 370 rows



observed growth in manufacturing employment is in industries
not incorporated in the model."

The correspondence improves only very slightly at the three-digit
and the two-digit SIC classification levels. This limited improve-
ment can be explained by the successively increased "potential"
for matchup. But at these aggregated levels, the matchups have
less meaning and precision. Two industries classified as different
at the four-digit level, but which fall into the same three-digit
category, would probably have less in Common than two
industries in the same four-digit classification.

Some four-digit level employment comparisons in the manu-
facturing sector follow. Poultry processing, an extremely
important activity in the area, represents about 21 percent of the
region's manufacturing employment and about 7 percent of the
total employment in the jegion. However, the largest
corresponding percentages for the model are 3.7 and 0.9, respec-
tively (for the local employment objective). For the value added
and local wage bill objectives, poultry processing is not in the
solution at all.

The second largest manufacturing industry in the area is for
motors and generators, but since there is no such industry in the
model, no prediction of this industry is possible. The third
largest in the area is knitting mills (except knit fabric mills)
which is in the model solution for only one of the six regional
objectives (the local employment objective) at only one-fourth the
actual level for the region.

Conversely, the refrigeration machinery industry is the largest (in
terms of employment) and most important in the model (largest
shadow price) for all regional objectives, but does not exist in the
area. Even when this industry is considered at its three-digit
levelservice industry machinesthere is very little correspond-
ing regional employment.

There are a few tated examples of a good fit at the two-digit
level, but overall' t e correspondence is not much improved from

HIf one looked at the economic characteristics of the region's industries, and
compared them to the corresponding model- industry tharacteristics, a lackof
poteutial for SIC code matchup would be leu important (see footnote 4l).
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the three-digit or four-digit level. Thus, in general, the aggrega-
tion of industries improves the model's predictions very little.

Comparisons of Service, Government, and Agricultural Sector
Employment between the Basic Model and BMW Region. The
model is a poor predictor of service sector employinent. Among
the model's six alternative objectives, the service employment
percentages remain relatively unchanged. This is not surprising
since there are (assumed) no exports or imports of model services.
Thus, the only changes in service demand can arise from changes
in intraregional interindustry demand.

Prediction by the model of the actual increase in government
employment for the region has no meaning because the number
of government employees in the (Basic) model is defined as the
actual increase for the region.

The agricultural sector shows a net employment change (pro-
gressive minus regressive sector) that is generally in the same
direction as that of the region. The area's agricultural employ-
ment declined in the sixties. The model predicts a net decline in
agricultural employment for all objectives but the local employ-
ment objective. Thus, the model to some extent describes or
predicts the area's agricultural employment decline.

Employment Comparisons by Sector between the Basic Model
and BMW RegionConclusion. The conclusion that one can
make for planning purposes, in view of those generally poor
predictions. is to rely less on specific intodel (SIC) detail, and
more on industry economic characteristics when making com-
parisons between actual and model industries. That is one reason
that rnany of the findings in this report are discussed in general
terms rather than in specific numerical or industry detail. Poor
prediction, however, does not necessarily imply that the model
solution would have been a poor prescription for an area's
economic development.

Comparing Unconstrained and Optimal Levels of Each Regional
Objective. There are six objective functions in the Basic Model.
When one is maximized, the other five are unconstrained or
constrained to be above a minimal level. In this section, only
balance-of-payments surplus is constrained. Comparing the
resulting levels of unconstrained function values of an objective
with its feasible maximum is informative. For the Basic Model,
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the regional balance-of-payments surplus for the capital-oriented
objectives is around $12 million, compared with a possible
maximum of,$13 million." For all labor-oriented objective% the
balance of payments falls to its constrained floor of zero. The
regional balance-of-trade surplus, similar to the payments surplus
but not augmented by net investment and profits flows, shows a
similar pattern. When the trade surplus is maximized, the trade
deficit is about $19 million; when the balance of trade is
unconstrained under the maximization of the local wage bill, the
trade deficit rises to $36 million.

Gross regional product, which is defined here to include in the
"foreign trade" sector the net wages of outcommuters above
incommuters, exhibits values that cluster at a substantially higher
level for the capital objectives than for the labor objectives. Its
range of values is from a high of $191 million for the gross
regional product objective to a low of $177 million for the local
wage bill objective. However, if outcommuting labor wages are
not included, gross regional product for the labor objectives
slightly exceeds that of the capital objectives (except for the local
wage bill objective). Apparently it is only the sizable levels of
labor outcommuting receipts that enable the capital-oriented
objectives to achieve a greater gross area product than the labor-
oriented objectives.

If sizable levels of labor outcommutine are not acceptable, then
the above results for gross regional product provide some
evidence of the desirability of (1) labor-oriented rather than
capital-oriented regional' objectives, and (2) objectives that use
such labor resources locally with less reliance on' interregional
exchange. The pattern for aggregate value added and regional
wage bill (when outcommuting wages are included or excluded)
is similar to that for gross regional product.

For local employment, the aipital objectives' employment
opportunities in the region are about 6 million worker-hours
fewer than the labor objectives'. kowever, when the
outcommuted labor is added to the local employment total for
each objective, each result, by definition, will be the same: the
total local resident labor force.

"All dollar values are in 1963 constant dollars.
"The implication of these large levels of labor outcotnmuting will be discussed

short1)..
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Labor Outcommuting. The Basic Model yields high levels of
labor outcommuting." In view of this, most regional macro-
economic variables, such as regional wage bill, regional value
added, etc., are listed in two formswith and without wages
accruing to labor outcoMmuting.

What would represent a reasonable level of labor outcommuting?
According to Berrs, no morethan 5 percent of the labor
force outcommuted from the BMW region (Fayetteville) in 1960
[1]. Accordingly, the residual resulting from deducting this 5
percent from the level of labor outcommuting in the optimal
solution, can be considered as an approximate indicator of
regional unemployment. However, to insure that the internal
prices (shadow prices) of labor skills in the model do not fall to
zero, the model permits an unlimited potential for labor
outcommuting. That is, the model does not limit the external (to
the region) wage opportunities." This represents a more realistic
model solution since, in reality, labor wages are not zero.

The above 5-percent labor commuting level can perhaps be
considered as the "natural" level of labor outcommuting. But
even with the 5-percent deduction, the level of "excess" out-
commuting, or unemployment, is high in the Basic Model. This
is troublesome because the constraint levels for exports and
incommuting labor assumed in the Basic Mode were felt to be
reasonable." However, as will be discussed later in this report,
the very modest changes incorporated in the A4justed Planning
Model greatly improve this result (i.e., rçducc nemployment).

Labor by Skill LevelSupply and Demand Patterns. The
excessive level of labor outcommuting (unemploymeht.) in the
Basic Model suggests that the optimal results use a different

"In the SRI model, all outcommuted Iabor was assumed to be unemployed, and
the outcommuting wage sum (bawd upoireservation prices for the wage rates)
was deducted from the total regional produrt.

"Only if the regional objective is meas-ured in dollar units will the shadow (wage)
price also be in dollar units. Thus, a shadow price wage need not necessarily be
calculated in units of currency, as would be typical for a wage in a money eionomy.

"In extensions of the Basic Model, these constraints are successively increased,
The ,base-level export constraints represent a very approximate calculation for
export trinkets bawd on yery rough estimates of the historical export shares of the
area industries.
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pattern of labor skills than actually prevails in the area.50 Again
this shows that the Basic Model is an inadequate predictor of the
actual BMW region. Table 3 summarizes the pattern of labor use
and availability in the model for the objective of maximizing the
regional balance-of-payments surplus.

Table 3 is divided into two main sectionsthe BMW region and
the RDAAP model. The first two rows of percentages for the BMW
region are from table 1 and give the percentage breakdown by
skilnevel of total employed labor in 1960 and 1970. The third
row is the percentage breakdown of employment growth' in the
yegion between 1960 and 1970.

The second section (RDAAP model) gives, first, the total labor
supply included in the model. For the Basic Model, this supply
includes not only the 1960-70 regional labor growth (row. 3 of the
table), but also additional labor (explained in table 3 footnotes)
due to productivity growth in the old sector, to technical and
organizational change in agriculture, and to incommuting. This
sum then represents the (Basic Model) supply of labor available
to the model; it differs from the BMW region growth of labor
alone, as can be seen by comparing the percentages in row 4 with
those in row 3 in table 3. The model's growth in labor supply for
unskilled and, especially, skilled labor, relative to the model's
total growth, is larger than that for the region; the model's
growth in supply is smaller for managerial and, especially,
clerical labor.

The demand for labor in the Basic Model (row 6 in table 3),
consists of the total percentage use of labor in the model,
excluding labor outcommuting. When outcommuting labor is
included (row 7), the demand percentages equal, by definition,
the supP1Y percentages (row 4). Comparison of these labor
demand and supply percentages (rows 6 and 4) reveals a poor
matchup between regional labor supply and demand of the Basic
Model. The differences are accounted for by commuting.

The labor supply (row 5) and demand (rows 8 and 9) for the
Adjusted Planning Model are defined somewhat differently as

The actual increase in the labor supply for the BMW region is not exactly identical
to the model's total labor supply because the latter includes "released': labor from both
the old sector and regressive agriculture, and from limited levels of incommuting
labor. This extra supply is added to the actual growthin labor supply by skill level for
the BMW region to form the model's total labor supply.

6 u
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Table 3-Growth in employed labor force, by skill level, 1960-70,
actual compared with model

Item Managerial aerkal Skilled Unskilled Total

BMW region'

Percent

1960 (total) 18.5 8.6 44.6 28.4 100.
1970 (total) 20.0 12.6 40.1 27.3 100.
1960-70
(growth) 23.5 21.9 29.9 24.7 100.

RDAAP model'
Labor supply.

1960-70
Basic Model' 19.6 15.2 59.1 26.1 100.
Mjusted
Planning
Model' 13.8 14.7 22.8 48.7 100.

Labor demand,
1960-70
Basic Mndel 22.7 22.8 18.0 36.5 100.

Plus out-
commuting
labor 19.6 15.2 59.1 26.1 100.

Adjusted
Planning
Model' 15.0 15.9 24.8 441 100.
Plus unem-
ployed labor 13.8 14.7 22.8 48.7 100.

'Calculated from 191
'For the objective ot maximizing the regional balance-of-payments surplus.
'This row includes the actual inaesses for employed labor for the BMW region

(196040). plus the "released" labor from the 1960 BMW region (old sector), plus
the "released" labor from regressive agriculture. It also includes (model)
incOmmuting labor, which is constrained to be less than or equal to 5 percent of
employment growth (1960-70). by skill level, in counties contiguous to the
BMW region.

'This row includes projected, not actuil, employed labor intreases for the BMW
tegion (1960-70), plus labor transfers_ between skills via (constrained) transfer
activities for the labor skills. Additional labor supPly swifts (although not
necessarily labor supply levels) are identical to those in footnote 3 of this table.

sOutcommuting labor is included in both of these toWs of percentages because
it is limited to low levels in the Adjusted Planning Model. Unemployed labor,-
not excessive in this model version-is included in the percentages in the second
raw,
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explained in the footnotes to table 3. Demand (row 8) differs from
supply (row 5) in the Adjusted Planning Model to the extent of
unemployment (included in row 9). However, the matchup here
between supply and demand is much closer than that for the .
Basic Model because of the Adjusted Planning Model's mechan-
ism for adjusting both demand and supply.

Although neither the Basic nor Adjusted Planning versions of
RDAAP "predicted" extremely well the use of labor by skill level
in the modeldemand did not equal supplysuch a discrepancy
is likely to be irrelevant. The RDAAP model is designed
primarily as a planning and not as a predictive model; there is no
necessary reason why actual growth (including "released" labor,
etc.) has to precisely mirror optimal model growth for any of the
regional objectives. In fact, one might feel, all other things being
equal, that at least several regional objectives would yield results
that differed substantially from those observed. The Basic Model
was constructed to inquire into the model's predietive potential;
however, the RDAAP model's main purpose is to describe
optimal regional growth and development for alternative regional
objectives, not to predict regional growth.

Labor By Skill LevelUnemployment Rates. Some labor is not
in excess supply in the Basic Model. Clerical labor is in short
supply; this shortage is the main reason for the "excess" of other
labor skills.51 If one assumes all excess outcommuting labor to be
unemployed, the Basic Model unemployment rates reveal the
dichotomy between the capital and labor objectives observed
earlier. For tht capital-oriented objectives, unemployment aver-
ages around 29 percent, while for the labor-oriented group,
unemployment ranges from 19 to 22 percent (table 4).

Managerial unemployment ranges between 16 percent for the
gross regional product objective to 20 percent for the local wage
bill objective. Skilled labor unemployment averages about 64
percent for the capital objectives and from 45-52 percent for the
labor objectives. Unskilled and clerical labor generally are used
fully. The Basic Model finds it advantageous to train unskilled

"The rigidity of labor requirements is a problem because of the constant
coefficient nature of linear programming (although alternative scale vectors could
help: see footnote 59). The rigidity et labor supplies by skill level further
exacerbates the situation. The Adjusted Planning Model attempts to alleviate, at
least partially, this latter rigidity,.
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labor, and outcommute newly trained workers (as skilled
workers), with the BMW region reaping the benefits only in
terms of external wage earnings. This is perhaps not a sensible
solutiontraining workers for jobs that do not exist in the local
area, with the assumption that there will be significant employ-
ment opportunities outside the region." The shortage of clerical
labor is a bottleneck to growth in the region:" jobs cannot be
created to use the available manageriAl, skilled, and unskilled
labor until thi bottleneck is broken.

Labor By Skill Level-Shadow Price Valuations. The wage floor,
below which the model's internal price of a labor skill cannot
fall, is determined by the assumed wage levels for labor outcom-
muting. For capital objectives, this wage directly measures the
shadow price for "surplus" labor, because regional "foreign
exchange" directly enters into the objective function. For labor

57-1-hr Adjusted Planning Model greatly reduces this excessive outcommuting
probkm k,r labor Further tehnements in the model, such as adding penalty costs
re_g unemployment insurance, weltlre costs, and so on to excessive levels of
labca outcommuting «unemployment could further reduce the problem_

Unskilkd labor is not a bottleneck since it is available for use in the local
jrn,

Table 4Unemployment by skill level, by six objective functions:
simple basic model, BMW region, 1960-70

Objective function
Mana- Umi-
gerial cal Skilled skilled Total

Regional balance-of-payments

Percen

surpl us 17.83 0 0.37 1,77 29.30
Regional balance-of-trade

surplus 18.28 0 64,25 U 28,88
Gross regional product 16.55 U 64.04 .46 28.57
Local y al ue added 17_91 0 51.56 0 2077,

Local wage bill 2(146 0 52.22 0 22.28
Loc-al employment 18.20 0 45.88 0 18.98
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objectives, a floor remains, but its level is determined only
indirectly by the outcommuting wage, depending upon the rela-
tive shortage of "foreign exchange" with respect to the particular
regional objective function and its units (e.g., dollars, manhours,
and so on).

The shadow price valuation for clerical labor (the only labor skill
in substantial short supply in the Basic Model) is well above its
floor level. The shadow prices for the other labor skills equal
their floor levels. Under the capital objectives, the clerical labor
shadow price ranges from three to seven times its floor, a floor
level that is about 40 percent of the floor level for managerial
labor (the largest). Under the labor objectives, clerical labor
valuation is about 30 times the managerial shadow price and
about 46 times the floor level for unskilled labor. Thus, clerical
labor is much more scarce for labor-oriented than capital-oriented
objectives, but its shadow price levels are extremely elevated
yegardless of objective.
.,

.

There is no necessary reason for a labor shadow price to equal
the actual regional ware. Fixed labor coefficients and supplies by
skill level, and the absence of a mechanism for handling relative
prices and wages in a linear model, would all tend to lead to a

'.,clivergence between the actual wage and its corresponding shadow
price. Even if one could eliminate such rigidities, at least some
regional objectives (even a ong those in dollar units) would

traprobly still yield labor sh dow prices that differ from actual
wages.

Basic Model (Expanding Regional Trade)

In the Expanding Regional Trade version of the Basic Model, the
manufacturing export limits and incommuting labor constraints
are simultaneously increased in four successive stages or itera-
tions. This successive relaxation of constraints simulates the
gradual opening of the region to increased trade and labor flows
with the rest of thr country; such increased flows induce increased
growth in the 'area production and a rise in the region's industry
specialization. The initial or base levels of these trade and
commuting constraints (for the simple Basic Model) approximate
benchmark figures. This section will explore in some detail the
effects of the expansion.
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Export limits are raised up to 16 times, and incommuting labor
ceilings.up to 12 times their initial levels, in four separate itera-
tions. Export markets and incommuting labor flows at-such large
levels are not likely to occur." Nonetheless, the exercise can prove
informative. The results show a rapid increase in specialization;
the optimal number of industries declines precipt4ously during
early iterations, but falls more slowly during later ones.

As export and labor incommuting constraints are raised
simultaneously over the four iterations, employment increases
substantially in all industries (service and manufacturing) and
gross output 111 the region expands as well. For example, the
manufacturing employment subtotal is two and one-half times
larger at the upper level than at the initial level. If an inthistry
fails to appear in a lower iteration solution, it does not
necessarily indicate that it will not enter in a higher iteration. For
example. for the local employment objective, some industries
absent from the lower steps, enter at extremely large levels in later
steps.

Over these four expansion steps, the most important industry in
the model solution remains refrigeration machinery, its size rising
from around 850 employees for all objectives in the initial level to
14,300 employees for the local wage bill objective in the final
step. The next most important industry in this last step is rnanu-
facture of male underwear and work clothing, which increases to
an employment level of about 3.500 workersfor the local employ-
ment objective. However, at the two intermediate expansion steps.
this industry disappears from the solution for this objective.

As might be expected, as the permissible constraint levels are
raised, and the area becomes much more open and productive, the
deficits in both the government and consumption accounts fall
(for a given fixed income target), resulting in substantial
surpluseS at the upper expansion levels (except for the
consumption account for the local employment objective). These
extremely large increases in trade .and labor flows lead to a high
degree of industry specialization, and such specialization may
deal a region a longrun destabilizing blow if long-term or

"A. will be explained later when discussing the results for the Adjusted
Planning Model, increaved levels ut incommuting can he interpreted as simulating
the inclinion of more lalwir retraining activities in the model..
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cyclical reductions in demand should occur for the region's few
export products.

The effect of the series of expansions on the level of -excess"
outcommuting (above 5 percent of regional labor supply)in
other words, unemploymentis as expected: outcommuting and,
therefore, unemployment decline substantially. For the labor-
oriented objectives, unemployment drops to nearly zero at the
higher steps. But for the capital-oriented group, some
unemployment remains, even at the highest step, although it is
reduced to around 5 or 6 percent.

The main effect on the labor valuations (shadow prices) of this
successive relaxation of constraints isto bring the clerical valua-
tion slightly more in line with the shadow prices of the other
three labor skills. This is accomplished more by an increase in
'the latter three valuations than a decrease in the clerical price. In
the later expansion steps, the huge increase in clerical labor
which commutes into the BMW region creates a more even_
balance among the labor skills.

For the four types of agricultural land (total farmland available is
assumed constant). both their usage and shadow prices change
very little between the expansion steps. The optimal agricultural
format changes very little as the region is opened to the rest of
the country. However, this is less true for the labor-oriented
regional objectives than for the capital-oriented ones.

Basic Model (Income Target Increase and
Decrease)

In the income target variation of the Basic Model, the target for
per capita personal income is successively raised in four steps
from a 55.3-percent increase (simple Basic Model target) to a 75.3-

percent increase, and then lowered in four additional steps to a
35.3-percent increase above the 1960 level. This experiment was
run using only the regional balance-of-payments surplus objec-,
tive.

The region's increasing per capita income target cannot be met
without outside subsidy or other concurrent changes. Such
changes consist of opening the region to larger permissible
exports and labor flows, and of increased flexibility in labor
supplies as included in the Adjusted Planning Model. Gross area
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production remains virtually.unchanged for increases in the
Income target, while production falls with decreases in the
target.

Me implementation of these incteases Lor decreases) in the
income target-involves a corresponding increase(or decrease) in
both the consumption and government spending requirements.
Increases in both these items are met. merely-by subsidies from
outside the Area. Both the regional balance of trade and payments
surpluses aregreatly reduced in order to "pay for" these larger
targets, correspondingly, the wage and tax deficits rise,
indicating incrmised fiscal insolvency,"

As the per capita income target is reduced, gross regional product
declines." The region has no reason tO produce, after meeting the
reduced targets, other than to earn net regional "foreign
exchange," Only that portion of extra production which adds to
this suiplus is undertaken. Similarly, regional wage and tax
deficits decrease, changing to a surplus for the lower income
targets.'7

When per capita Income targets are raised, the unemployment
rate increases substantially because the model cannot use its labor
as efficiently as before the increases. The model is forced to
produce increasing amounts of goods and services for the con-
sumption and government sectors, which results in an increasing
surplus of some of the labor skills. This increased surplus then
leads to a rise in the level of outcommuting. However, when
targets ate reduced, unemployment declines only slightly, The
increase and decrease of the pet capita income targets affect labor
and land valuations (shadow pricesrand land usage very little.
In short, it is important that planners sct targets that are feasible.
Targets based on wishful thinking can lead to inefficient resource
allocation as well as to dashed-hopes.

That is. neither cvmsumers nor government earn a sufficient wage bill or
collect enough taxes to alkad the targets_

jjaimajx..4-irdik jo phis objective should yield a similar tesult.
Is not a poort dear what would happen for the other alternative tegional
obivi, MCA ,

dorA not imply. howevet, that the improved fiscal situation for
consumers and government is necessarily beneficial, In fact, excess wage and tax
earnings ior, in other winds, increased savings and tax surplus) may result in too
much deferred consumption beyond the time-frame of the mr.xiel.
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Total Model

The Total Model embodies a "total" rather than an "incre-
mental- approach, Otherwise, it is similar lo the Basic Model.
This version helps to answer questions of development from an
assumed zero-level of capital stock instead of from the old-sector
level in the base year." The total investment in capital stock over
the planning decade must achieve the same per capita income
goal as the Basic Model in the target year, Would the industry
mix differ for a total approach from, that for an incremental

approach?

Constraint limits on exports and labor incommuting, as well as

the aggregate income targets (consumption and government), are
raised slightly from those levels in the simple Baj le Model to
reflect the region's total population and labor force. All agri-
cultural land is available for Use including that used by the old
progressive WWI': The general conclusion of this experiment is
that the marginal and total models are quite similar.

The Total Model does not give much new information about the
optimal number and variety of industries compared with the
results obtained using the Basic Model. This result perhaps
should be expected because;-in general, induitries favored in a

linear programming situation will continue to be favored as
export limits are permitted to expand modestly. Only with sizable
expansions will substantial numbers of these industries be
curtailed. In short, what is optimal marginally`tends to be

optimal totally,

Some differences in the results of the Total Model from those of
the Basic Model are worth noting, however. While the growth in
employment in the Basic Model is less concentrated in
manufacturing than is the actual growth for the BMW region, the
total employment of the Total Model is even less concentrated
when compared with the total employment for the region. The
regional balances of trade and payments yield much larger
deficits, partly because of the increased capital construction
burden. But this is an incomplete explanation. Private investment
levels in the optimal solution of the Total Model rise very little
from those of the Basic Model The difference is that the_.
increased government and consumption requirements, from those

"See tooffitne 40,
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of the Basic Model, even with the Total Model's augmented labor
supply, lead to reduced labor efficiency, resulting in increased
levels of labor outcommuting in the Total Model. This suggests
that perhaps the labor released from the old sector was actually

'less than estimated for the Basic Model; the old sector's increase
in efficiency 'may have lagged behind the new sector's.**

Thus, without appropriate changes in the model, such as are
included in the Adjusted Planning Model, there is a problem
with the Total Model as presently constructed. There is insuf-
ficient labor working in the region to produce the substantial
capital production needed to reconstruct the old sector's capital
stock. The regional wage bill deficit and the tax shortage are both
increased using the Total Model.

The pauernsof land and labor valuations (shadow prices) is
similar in the Basic and Total Models. By definition, more land
is available for reallocation among alternative uses in the Total
Model, and as a consequence, usage rates are higher for some
land opes, lower for others. Cropland, however, is used fully in
both models for all objectives.

Planning Model

The Planning Model differs from the Basic Model in one
important feature. The supply of labor skills is determined by an
estimation technique." This represents a partial planning model;
a complete planning model would require all target-year
parameters to be projected from base-year data.

In general, the results from this planning model prove to be
inadequate. This version is less useful for developmental pur-
poses than the Adjusted Planning Model, which goes beyond the
SRI formulation, and which is discussed in the next section.

The main flaw in the Planning Model lies in the projection
technique, developed at SRI, for labor skills. The distribution of
projected labor skills differs substantially from the distribution of

5rFhe actual BMW region population for 1970 is used for these calculations, but .
the labor force by skill level is estimated. The technique developed by SRI is usedfor this estimation_

_
_
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actual skills in 1970 for the BMW region (table 3, row 3)." The
Planning Model projects far less managerial labor than actually
existed and, conversely, it projects more clerical labor, as well as a
greater increase in total labor force than actually occurred by 1970

[pl. Accordingly, managerial labor is in short supply in the
Planning Model, as was clerical labor in the Basic Model. Labor
supplies by skill level are made more flexible in _the Adjusted

Planning Model.

The maximum level of regional balance-of-paryients surplus
attainable in the Planning Model is about $2.5 million, versus
about $13 million in theBasic Model. This reduction is due to
the assumed changes inf,quantity and quality of the labor force.
Similarly, gross regional-product is slightly reduced.

Excess labor outcommuting (unemployment) increased for all but
managerial labor in the Planning Model. Deficits increased in the
wage bill and tax accounts with respect to consumption and
government spending. Realized income (wage bill) and taxes col-

lected decreased. These results imply a significant criticism of this
version's estimation technique for labor skills.

Adjusted Planning Model"

The Adjusted Planning Model improves upon the Planning
Model, especially with respect to reducing excess labor outcom-
muting (unemployment). In this model version, the regional
balance-of-trade surplus, rather than the regional balance-of-
payments surplus, is constrained at or above a certain minimum
level for all objettives. This should eliminate any tendency for

outside investments to be made in dlow rate-of-return industries
for the sake of an improved balance of payments. When the
regional balance-of-payments surplus, which includes investment

"This projection represents a major portion, but not the entire supply of labor

in the model. "Released" labor from the old sector, regressive agriculture, and

-incornmuting adds to the supply (see table 3 footnotes for the Basic and Adjusted

Planning Models).
"Some of the analysis and results of this subsection may be difficult for the

nontechnical reader; they can be bypassed without too much loss of continuity.
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as a positive increment and profits as a negative increment," is
constrained to be above a certain minimum level (as in the Basic
Model), then when the balance-of-payments row is-binding,. the
solution may include industries of low rates of return in order to
increase investment and decrease profits. This could have devel-
oped, but did not, in the Basic Model. Constraining the trade
rather than the payments balance circumvents this possibility.

Three additional regional objective functions are added to the six
of the Basic Model: maximization of total Yegional (private)
profits, maximization of'regional industry rate-of-return index,
And maximization of gross regional product (with labor incom-
muters of al optimal solution to the original gross regional
product objective assumed as immigrants)." Use of the first two
added objectives has been discussed earlier in the section
discussing attracting industries to the planning area and in the
section describing the use of multiple regression analysis. The
third added objective enables the planner to consider the natureof development with immigration, rather than incommuting
only, of labor with cri tical

That portion of the model's total labor force (by skill level)
which is contained in the model's right-hand-side column
remains unchanged from the Planning Model. Both consumption
and government spending are required in.-this Model to equal,
respectively, the regional wage bill (excluding personal taxes and
savings) and the area taxes collected. Although this requirement
eliminates excessive deficits, it also permits the ratio of
government spending to personal income to diverge from its
historical norm.

In the Basic Model, each spending target represents an estimated
percentage (rural Southern average) of both consumption and
total taxes to the personal income target. In the Adjusted-
Planning Model, the consumption and government spending

1

"All financing and rnership of incremental industrial investment in the region is
assumed to originate from outside the region: profits remittances therefore flowout ofthe region.

"For this "immigrant version" of the gross regional project objective, the labor
force (plus dependents) which immigrates is assumed to be the largest observed
number of incommuting workers for the gross regional product objective. This
occurs with the most "open region" run of the Adjusted Planning Model (for the
same objective function, but without the immigration assumption). Incommuting
and immigration are both permitted in this version.
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levels, as well as the realized level of personal income, can vary.
The benefit of handling consumption, government, and personal
income in this manner is that they become intentally consistent
in the model. That, is, not only are achieved levels of
consumption and government endogenous, but also they are
consistent with the levels of the endogenous wage bill (plus
"other income") and taxes.

Similarly, the levels of three other activities in the modelthe
amount of labor "released" by the old sector, the level of
investment targeted for that old sector, and the net level of the
region's "other income"are made to depend not upon an
exogenous income target, but rather upon the gain in per capita
income adtieved within the model.

Labor By Skill LevelLabor Outcommuting Constraints. To
measure true unemployment levels, labor outcommuting con-
straints by skill level and five additional labor conversion
(transfer) activities are added to the Adjusted Planning Model.64
The cost of this, however, is the loss of the model's internal wage
floor on a surplus labor skill. In linear programming, the shadow
price on a surplus resource is zero. The unemployment rates in
the Adjusted Planning Model are more realistic and much
reduced from the excess outcommuting levels of the simple Basic
Model.

Labor Ily Skill LevelLabor Transfer Activities. The five added
conversion activities between pairs of labor skills are limited to
transfers which can be expected to occur without substantial
retraining. Since the cost of such transfers would be yery small,
these transfer vectors need not include resource inputs. These
potential conversions represent a very small fraction of the total
labor force.

The conversions included are: (1) all managerial labor is assumed
able to perform clerical labor tasks;63 (2) some of the clerical labor

'The only such labor conversion activity in the Basic Model is the skilled labor
uaining vector. converting unskilled workers into skilled. The outcommuting
constraints are limited to 5 percent of the local supply of each labor skill; this

percentage was cited earlier %%then discussing the work of Berry (/).'
"This potential transfer, however, is unnecessary because managerial labor is in

more short supply than is clerical labor in' this model version.
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can become managers;" (3) a small percentage of the incrrase in
male high school graduates (half of whom join the managerial
labor pool) can be transferred to clerical labor; (4) a portion of
the clerical labor force is permitted to be used as unskilled labor
(and is eligible for skilled labor training); and (5) some of the
female skilled labor which is released from the old sector can
become clerical labor.

Increase of Export and Labor hicommuting Constraints. The
Adjusted Planning Model was used to simulate the operating of
the region with respect to the rest of the country by sirnultane-
ously increasing the constraint levels for both exports of manu-
factured commodities and labor incommuting over five successive
iterations above the base level." Over the five iterations, the
export constraints increase up to six times, and the labor incom-
muting limits up to 30 times the base levels. Labor incommuting
increases of this magnitude are not realistic, but are included to
simulate what might occur when labor transfer and retraining
vectors are included.

For the base-level constraints, the industry-wide profit rate of
return on investment for the region varies among objectives from
about 18 percent to just under 14 percent, a realistic range of
values. The regional balance-of-payments surplus (unconstrained
in this model) generally decreases for the labor-oriented objec-
tives as the economy becomes more open, although for the
capital-oriented criteria there is no smooth trend; the surplus
generally increases up to iteration 3, but decreases thereafter.

Consumption and Government Spending. In all but the regional
balance-of-trade and balance-oi-pavments maxitnizations, the
levels of consumption and government spending require no floor
because additions to these tend to increase the values of the other
regional objectives. But for the trade and payments criteria, .
reducing consumption and government spending tends to
increase the surplus by reducing the need for imports. Although
all wages" and taxes earned in the model are required to be

"The Planning Model assumes that all (and only) high school kmale graduates
form the ckrical labor supplF. This model allows a certain percentage of these
kmales to become managers

°This base level is identical to that in ihe simple Basic Model.
"The portion ot the wage bill that is spent is that part that excludes personal

taxes and savings_
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spent, there is an incentive for the model U.) yield low consump-
tion and government results for these twoobjectives. Hence.
increasing minimum levels of consumption and governnwnt .
spending are required over the five iterations. Also, the balance-of-
trade surplus minimum is decreased at each step to permit a
greater variety of activity in each solution.

Consumption and government spending levels achieved over the
nine regional objectives of the Adjusted Planning Model rise
steadily as the region is opened. , At the base level, the per capita
incilme target (consumption and'government spending) which
pertained to the Basic Model isinot met." In the Adjusted
Planning Model, consumptionlevels for the base-level iteration
vary among the various objectives but generally are reduced by 20
to 30 percent from the Basic Mndel target. This income target
(and implicitly the consumption and government spending goals)
was based upon the per capita Personal inconie actually achieved
in the BMW'region for 1970.7° :A similar, but much less severe
reduction obtains for the level /Of government spending in the
base level of the Adjusted Planning Model.

These results constitute a criticism of the present model (at the
base level) without more extensive labor retraining activities,
since the spending targets were actually achieved in 1970 in the
area. By iteration 1, government spending generally exceeds its
target, and consumption spending remains only somewhat below
the actual level for the BMW region for 1970. At the highest
iterations, these goals were much exceeded.

The important conclusion is that the model gives per capita
income results closer to those actually achieved in the area if
exports and la incommuting constraints ore somewhat relaxed.

Some increase a incommuting would be easily acceptable. But,

instead of the stly increased incominuting of the higher
iterations, an i -rease in Iabor-retraining actitities would be a
more realistic way to achieve higher incomes. The inclusion of
such labor reconversion activities should be a future priority in
improving the Adjusted Planning Model.

The simple Basic Model met its income target with implicit subsidies from
Outside the planning area,

"The regiOnal income estimate used is a BMW region,'Arkansas aggregate
income ratio, for 1970, times the actual per capita personal income for Arkansas

in 1970.
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The relaxation of export constraints for manufactures (raised
simultaneously with increases in lifnits for incommuting) is
easily of realistic proportions in the Adjusted Planning Model.
That is, in the loyier steps (e.g 100-percent to 300-percent
increases), such increases in the exportmarkets are eaSily
achievable in view of the very approximate estimation of the
base-level export constraints. Nonetheless, excessive industry
spedalization resulting from extremely high permissible levels of
exports is not a realistic or desirable prospect for the planning
area.,

Although the results obtained using the base-level constraints of
this model version seem satisfactory, more meaningful results can
be obtained by (I) a judicious opening of the model with respect
to export and labor flows, and (2) some accompanying increase in
the flexibility of the labor supply by means of additional labor
retraining activities, converting surplus skills into those more
critically needed.

Labor By Skill LevelUnemployment Rates. In the Adjusted
Planning Model, uneinployment arises because, labor outcom-
muting is constrained to no more than 5 percent of the local
labor force by skill level. In the base level for exports and labor
incommuting, the regional unemployment rates for two of the
nine objectives are zerofor the regional goals of maximizing
local employment and gross regional product (itnmiirant
version). This result for the immigrant version is to be expected
since the portion of the labor foree that the model assumes
immigrates to the region-is precisely those labor skills that were
incommuted in the "prior run" and that were in short supply;
immigration provides the needed balance in ttie labor force.

I:or the base level, the unemployment rates corresponding to the
other regional objectives are Aso low. The rates rise lo about 8
percent for the objectives of maximizing regional trade and
payments surpluses, (The regional rate-of-return index objective
is an exception with a 36-percent unemployment rate, high-
lighting again the conflict between labor and capital.) Therefore,
for the base level, eight of the nine objectives yield realistic
unemployment rates, Only managerial labOr incommutes at the
base level's 5-percent limit for contiguous counties to the BMW
region. As the economy becomes more open, in iteration I. five of
the nine objectives show zero regional unemployment rates. By
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iteration 5, the unemployment rates for all nine objectives have

fallen to almost zero.

Labor Transfers Between SkillsResuhs. Using the regional
objective of maximizing the balance-of-payments surplus, the
mults over the five iterations for each of the six labor transfer
actiiities (including skilled labor training) are shown in table 5.
These results are representative for all regional objectives,.
although there are some scattered exceptions. The labor transfers
permitted represent only a very small fraction of the total BMW

region's labor

Table 5 reflects that managerial and clerical labor are in short
supply, whereas there is always an adequate supply of unskilled
labor. At, the base level, the transfer of clerical to managerial was
at its upper limit, while some of the clerical pool was replaced by
transfers from unskilled. As the economy becomes more open, the
transfers from both unskilled and skilled to clerical reach their
upper limits to replace some of the clerical labor transferred to
man4gerial. Levels of skilled labor training (unskilled to skilled)
decline to zero by iteration 2 because of the relative surplus of
skilled labor. Only at iteration 5 does a small level of such
training reappear.

Managerial and clerical labor are the only labor skills that are
substantially scarce. Skilled and unskilled labor are at no time
incommuted over the five steps, while clerical labor is increasingly
incommuted beginning wieth iteration I. Managerial labor, being
extremely scarce, is inC-ommuted over all six levels.,.

Labor By Skill Level and Agricultural Land (Shadow Price)
Valuations. Shadow price (wage) valuations on labor skills for
the objective function of maximizing theoregional balance-of-
payments surplusand for most of the capital-oriented
objectivesshow managerial labor to be the most valuable over
the five iterations. The managerial (shadow price) wage ranges
from a high of $836 per hour in iteration 0 to a low of $3.27 in
iteration 4, rising again, in the last iteration. Clerical labor is the
next most valuable, showing a range of $3.23 per hour to a low
of $0.08. The wage range for skilled labor is $2.78 to $0.00 per
hour, for unskilled $2.74 to $0.00 per hour. A shadow price
"wage" of zero (e.g.. $0.00) represents the linear programming
valuation of a surplus (slack) resource. It does not mean that an
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Table 5 Labor transfers between skills, regional ialance-of-payments objective, adjusted pla-nning
model, BMW region, 1960-70

Labor transfer
Constraint

liMits Iteration number

0 1 2 3 4 5

10,000 worker-hours

Managerial to ckriol No limit 0 0 0 0 . 0

CkriCal to managerial 195.10400 19510400 195.10400 195.10400 195.10400 195:10400 195.10400

Unskilled to clerical 80.36184 62.97441 80.36184 80.36184 80.3618k O.36l84 80.36184

Ckrical tt; unskilled 181.58400 0 0 0 0 0 0

Skilled to clerical 8.07123 0 8.07123 8.07123 8.07123 8.07123, 8.07123

UUskilled to skilled 315.74400 252.76959 207.74304 0 0 0 57.58052
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actual wage in a region would be zero. The shadow price wages
are not the wage rates assumed in the model. The production
activities were designed so that the average wage rates assumed

for labor vary not only among labor skills, but ilso among
industries.

For the use and shadow price valuation of agricultural land,
results are given for the objective function of maximizing the
balance-of-payments surplus. Such multi are representative of all
the capital-oriented objectives. As in the Basic Model, only
cropland is 100 percent used in the base level and that full usage
continues over all subsequent iterations. Other land types show
generally a decreasing percentage usage rate over iterations 0
through 5. Since cropland is the only scarce land factor in the
model, it yields the only land shadow price valuttion. This
cropland price varied between $303 and $353 per acre.

Conclusions

Prescriptions for planning economic development in rural areas
using the results of this study (RDAAP) are difficult to assert
with complete assurance because the model's results may be
sensitive to the particular data and version of the I used, and
they may pertain only to the specific arra to whigZstudy
methodology is applied. Such sensitivity was not discovered in
the sensitivity analysis that was performed, but since the scope of
this analysis was quite limited, the possibility of more than
modest sensitivity cannot be completely ruled out. However, one
can expect the more general insights to hold for alternative
applications. That is, those results observed repeatedly for many
versions of RDAAP can be expected to have general validity for
areas similar to the BMW region. Application of the methods
used should have even wider scope.

Tradeoffs between alternative objectives are shown to be a
universal planning problem. The range or size of the tradeoff is
larger between a capital-oriented and a labor-oriented regional
objective than between individual pairs within each category.
Opportunity costs increase for end-points compared with costs for
midpoints on the tradeoff curves. This suggests it may be better
to achieve somewhat less than the maximum of one objective in
order to gain sizable increments in another.
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Interpreting model results in terms of industry _characteristics
instead of product mix increases the applicability of the linear
programming model. Low transportation costs on exports of
manufactured products are overwhelmingly the most important
determinant of improved levels of regional objectives.

Industries with a low capitalintensity relative to Output, a high
value added relative to both labor and output, and a high propor-
tion of imported inputs relative to output are shown to yield, in
general, higher values for regional objectives...Moreover, if a labor
skill is scarce (e.g:, managerial), an increase in its use by an
individual industry lessens that industry's benefit" to the
community, These observations can be of use to ;the planner in
selecting the types of industrieemost beneficial for the planning
area.

The agricultural results from the RDAAP nivdel show that it is
always advantageous to conVert farmland from the land use
pattern of the lower income farms to that of the higher income
farlits,The model reveals that the more open an area is to
labor and commodity flows, the larger is its total production, and
the lower is its unemployment.

In constructing a model such as RDAAP, care must betaken to
insure its conceptual integrity: As an example of this, RDAAP
was improved by adding a sector which invests in and "releases"
labor from the base-year economy, This creates a tie between the
old and new sectors such that the increase in labor force between
the base and target years will not have to produce the
consumption and income increment for the old sector, in
addition to producing the entire target-year level for themselves
(the new sector).

The experiments with various model versions of RDAAP.
demonstrate that modest changes and imptovements in the struc-
ture of the model can lead to results useful for regional planning,
Models not specifically' designed fOr predicting or forecasting
cannot be expected to perform those functions adequately.
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